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1. Introduction and Background 

1.1. Purpose 
This report describes the results of a Critical Digital Review (CDR) of the Power Range 
Neutron Monitor (PRM) equipment developed by the Nuclear Instrumentation & Control 
Systems Department (NICSD) of the Toshiba Corporation. 

Engineers from the Control & Electrical Systems Design & Engineering Dept. (ICDD) of 
Toshiba Nuclear Energy Systems and Services Division (NED) performed the review from 
May 16 through 18, 2005. This review was performed following the preliminary review 
that had been performed with the engineers from MPR Associates Inc. from February 7 
through 10, 2005. Using the preliminary CDR as a template, and evaluating the NICSD 
resolutions to various issues uncovered in the preliminary CDR, the first revision of the CDR 
was issued in 2005. A CDR is an important part of the qualification effort, to gain assurance 
that the PRM will function according to specifications and that unexpected behavior is 
unlikely. 

Two years have passed since the first issuance of this CDR report, NICSD has completed the 
development of the PRM equipment, and has been improving their development process. 
This CDR report was revised to reflect the improvements and changes. 

NICSD has previously produced analog and microprocessor-based devices for neutron 
monitoring in Japanese utilities. They are currently enhancing their prototype Field 
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)-based PRM system for the Japanese market, with the 
intent of eventually marketing this equipment to United States (US) nuclear plants. The 
advantages of an FPGA platform are that the programming is rigorous, simple (compared to 
microprocessor-based systems), verifiable, and the technology is stable. 

NED and NICSD have previously developed other products using FPGA technology. 
However, this is the first time they are using NICSD-developed Functional Elements (FEs). 
Previously, NICSD had implemented all functions in lower level logic. In order to simplify 
the process and reuse logic elements, NICSD has decided to design and develop FEs for 
standard design functions. The FPGA-based PRM system is currently under development, 
and NICSD has produced a prototype. 

NICSD has developed the PRM system using the same technology under their Japanese 
development process, and shipped to a Japanese utility. The shipped system was installed, 
passed the acceptance testing, and operated well during the start-up testing. For export to 
the US, NED and NICSD are modifying the processes to be more compliant with United 
States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) expectations. 

The scope of this CDR included reviews of the hardware architecture, the application 
architecture, the software configuration tools, and NICSD's hardware and software 
development and testing processes for the FPGA-based PRM system. The review consisted 
of interviews with key NICSD personnel representing the above disciplines, and technical 
reviews of design and development documentation, including internal design control 
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procedures. This CDR addressed the issues relating to dependability, reliability, built-in 
quality, and design integrity of the PRM. 

NED performed this CDR using the guidance provided by EPRI TR-107339 (Reference 1) 
and EPRI TR-106439 (Reference 2). The USNRC has accepted EPRI TR-106439 as an 
acceptable means of assessing digital device quality for nuclear safety-related applications. 
The reviews used the process evaluation gu~dance in the USNRC Standard Review Plan, 
Branch Technical Position BTP 7-14 (Reference 3), and the sections on design integrity from 
IEEE Standard 7-4.3.2-2003 (Reference 4). 

Section 2 of this report summarizes the results of this CDR and provides recommendations 
for use of the equipment in safety-related applications. Section 3 is an overview of the PRM 
architecture. Section 4 assesses the processes used at NICSD to design, develop, 
manufacture, and test the software and hardware. Section 5 is a limited failure modes and 
effects analysis (FMEA), based on hardware failure effects and software architecture. 
Section 6 describes some history of similar FPGA based products used in Japanese nuclear 
plants. 

1.2. Overall Project Goals 
NED and NICSD are enhancing their existing FPGA-based PRM for the Japanese market, 
with the long-term intent to sell the system to US nuclear facilities. The main goal of this 
CDR is to identify deficiencies in design and documentation of the PRM with respect to 
American nuclear utility expectations, and to recommend compensatory measures. 

1.3. Equipment and Firmware Versions Covered by This CDR 
The equipment covered by this CDR is the FPGA-based PRM system developed by NICSD 
and intended for customers in the United States. NED and NICSD can reconfigure this 
modular, rack-mounted system to support neutron monitoring for a variety of US Boiling 
Water Reactor (BWR) designs. The CDR covers all modules that can be included in a PRM 
system installation. The Toshiba design does not require any software tools for field 
support. 

In a typical plant, there are redundant PRM installations in divisions. Each division includes 
one or more Average Power Range Monitors (APRM) and Local Power Range Monitor 
(LPRM) units, a number of LPRM modules, a FLOW unit with FLOW module and two 
Square Root Operation (SQ-ROOT) modules, and an appropriate number of status and 
communication modules. 

Each module contains one or more FPGAs, which NED concludes are appropriate to treat as 
hardware. However, the development process for the FPGA, starting with a logic definition 
that looks like computer code, is more similar to a software development process. Therefore, 
NED concludes that the development process should be based on and reviewed as a software 
design and development life cycle. The FPGA development life cycle uses software 
paradigms based on the similarity to software developrp.ent processes. There are no other 
software elements in the Toshiba PRM system. 
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1.4. Purpose of the Equipment 
The PRM receives and averages input signals from the LPRM detectors and provide a 
continuous indication of average reactor power from a few percent to greater than rated 
reactor power. An unexpected increase in reactor power should initiate protective action. 

The PRM provides the primary means for detecting and tripping the reactor when the PRM 
detects an issue with core flux at power. There is some diversity and defense-in-depth for 
this trip based on the reactor vessel high pressure trip signals. In the presence of a totally 
failed PRM, an increase in power results in a reactor pressure increase due to a higher rate of 
steam generation. The turbine control valve controls reactor pressure until the load limit of 
the turbine generator occurs. Once the turbine generator power production limit occurs, 
reactor pressure will increase until the reactor vessel high-pressure trip results. Diverse 
instrumentation measures reactor power and reactor vessel pressure independently of neutron 
flux and provide diverse protection for this condition. Thus, there is defense-in-depth for 
common cause failure of the PRM, using diverse instrumentation that does not rely on 
measurement of neutron flux. 

1.5. System Architecture Overview 
The PRM is a modular, rack-mounted system that NED and NICSD engineers can 
reconfigure to support neutron monitoring for a variety of BWR designs. All utility 
configuration activities use the rotary switches, which do not require external software 
support tools. The utility will install redundant PRM in separate divisions. The PRM 
consists of several chassis, which NED and NICSD call units. Each unit consists of some 
number of modules, installed in the unit. Each module consists of one or more printed 
circuit boards and a front panel. 

The units that comprise one PRM channel include the LPRM/ APRM, the LPRM, and the 
FLOW unit. Each unit provides mounting for several standard modules, which include: 

• Square Root Operation (SQ-ROOT) module 

• FLOW module 

• LPRM module 

• APRM module 

• Transmit (TRN) module 

• Receive (RCV) module 

• Analog Output (AO) Module 

• Discrete Input and Output (DIO) module 

• STATUS module 

• Low Voltage Power Supply (LVPS) 
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Section 3 describes the system architecture in detail, including a detailed description of each 
unit and module. 
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2. Summary, Cautions, and Recommendations for Use 

2.1. Summary 
In general, the reviewers found the NICSD development process to be rigorous and robust, 
and the engineers to be of high caliber. The CDR reviewers conclude that the FPGA-based 
PRM is suitable for use as a safety-related device in US nuclear utilities. 

The reviewers' specific conclusions, including a list of compensatory actions to address items 
identified during the course of the review, are described in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 states 
that no specific application cautions should be required in order to use the PRM as an 
upgrade to existing nuclear instrumentation. 

2.2. Conclusions from the Review 
The major review focuses are system architecture, development process, failure analysis, and 
operating history. This section compiles the conclusions from each major area of review, 
with the details and description in the corresponding sections. 

System Architecture - The system architecture, described in detail in Section 3 of this report, 
reflects a modular, well-developed, and relatively simple design. Based on this architecture, 
it is likely that the system will exhibit high reliability and dependability. The design 
includes features to detect and indicate plausible failure modes. The reviewer found some 
issues that should be improved: 

• The CDR reviewers have acknowledged that NICSD has documented in a 
NICSD procedure that "The security-fuse of FPGA shall not be break in order 
to keep the capability of verification of FPGA." Thus, it is possible to access 
the internal FPGA signals and status, as well as the internal logic, for 
troubleshooting and root cause evaluation. 

• The CDR reviewers had recommended that NICSD should make the watchdog 
timer jumpers removable. This would allow the same sort of surveillance 
testing that checks the operation of the PRM trip output by allowing a user to 
insert LPRM values for surveillance testing purposes. Accepting the 
recommendation, NICSD changed the PRM system design to make the 
watchdog timer jumpers removable. 

Development Process - Section 4 of this report describes the process used to develop 
FPGA-based systems at NICSD. 

The overall conclusion of the CDR is that the NICSD development process is rigorous and 
NICSD engineers implement the process properly. However, certain observations reflected 
a need for improvement. The following conclusions result from interviews and 
demonstrations regarding the NICSD development process: 

• Based on NICSD statements, this CDR concludes that their error reporting 
system appears to perform acceptably. NED should have a contractual 
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agreement with NICSD to ensure that the NICSD error reporting system 
provides NED with timely and appropriate information for NED to include in 
their 10 CPR 21 evaluation and notification system. 
NED is considering the reporting method that complies with 10 CPR 21. 

• NICSD had one weakness in the development process. There is a lack of 
consistency in QA review and documentation. Although most development 
documents are very rigorous and thorough, NICSD engineers do not document 
all development activities, for example, test procedure review or review and 
acceptance of warnings from the Actel compiler. The CDR reviewer 
confirmed that NICSD established appropriate development standards to 
compensate for this weakness. In addition, NED should require that NICSD 
record all the input parameters to the software tools, and all the warnings 
messages output from the tools. 

For the PRM system development, NICSD managed to conform to the NICSD 
standards. In this respect, the CDR reviewer recommends NICSD to make 
further improvement in the development process. 

• NED should require NICSD to incorporate preparation of Verification 
& Validation (V & V) documentation into development process, in order to 
perform V&V activities on schedule. 

• NED should require NICSD to improve its documentation in preciseness and 
readability. For Japanese plants, Toshiba has close communications with the 
utilities, and insufficient documentation has not resulted in serious problems 
with those utilities. This would not be the case for the US Plants. 

• NICSD engineers should document and discuss the test coverage of the built-in 
diagnostic capabilities in their English-language failure analysis. Utility 
end-users will need this information to develop surveillance testing 
requirements. 
For the PRM system, NICSD plans to include the description about the test 
coverage of the built-in diagnostic capabilities in the Analysis Report to be 
issued. 

• NICSD has been developing and testing a library of NICSD-developed FEs. 
The reviewer and NICSD engineers discussed incorporating version numbers on 
the FE source files. Any modification should result in a new version, stored 
separately, and NICSD records should log the date and person associated with 
the modification. When NICSD engineers retrieve any FE from the storage 
system for integration, there should be a mechanism for verifying use of only 
the latest, correct, and unmodified version. 
For the PRM system, NICSD keeps the FEs in CD-R disks labeled with the 
revision number and date. Since the number of FEs for PRM system is only 
[ ]"the CDR reviewer think that this method works properly. 
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System Failure Analysis - Section 5 of this report provides a summary of potential system 
failures and the features included in the system design to detect such failures. NICSD has 
prepared FMEA for the PRM system, which was reviewed as part of this CDR. 

The NICSD FMEA is an acceptable analysis of plausible failure modes. Suggested 
improvements identified during the CDR include the following: 

• The FMEA should include failure of the Operate, Calibrate, and Bypass key 
switch, since mechanical failures do not require human intervention to occur. 
NICSD finished the FMEA including the failure. 

• NICSD should consider incorporating the binary-coded-decimal rotary switches 
and the potentiometers into the FMEA, since their failure would directly affect 
PRM behavior. NICSD finished the FMEA including the issue. 

• The FMEA should contain some description of the sequential nature of the 
FPGA processing, the watchdog timer inoperable and fail indications, and 
communication links. NICSD plans to describe that in the Analysis Report. 

• The FMEA should state that the front panel pushbuttons cannot cause failures, 
since the logic disables them in Operate mode. NICSD finished the FMEA 
including the issue. 

• The FMEA should state any assumptions, including that the analysis ignores 
human interaction, since the PRM is not touched while it performs its nuclear 
safety functions. 

• The FMEA sheet used by NISCD has a column defining the likely occurrence 
of failures, but the evaluation criteria are vague. It is strongly recommended to 
define specific criteria for the column, such as, if the failure probability is less 
than once in ten years, to set the probability of occurrence to LOW. 
Furthermore, reliability improvement due to redundancy should be ignored in 
this column. Instead, redundancy should be addressed as mitigation, in order 
to reveal the raw reliability of components. 

Operating History Review - While the FPGA-based PRM system evaluated in this report is 
new, NED and NICSD have supplied other FPGA-based systems to nuclear customers in 
Japan. 

Although the Toshiba operating history is short, the reviewers have some information about 
FPGA-based systems, and conclude that the FPGA-based systems are reliable considering 
that they are based on relatively new technology for the nuclear power industry. The CDR 
reviewers conclude that other industries have much longer and apparently very successful 
operating histories in high reliability, safety significant applications. 

2.3. Application Cautions 
While this device uses a different technology than the analog or microprocessor-based 
devices NED and NICSD engineers have designed it to replace, these differences do not 
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appear to be significant to the overall operation of the neutron instrumentation. The most 
significant difference between the CPU and FPGA-based neutron instrumentation appears to 
be in component obsolescence, where the FPGA-based equipment is superior. Appropriate 
filtering on the inputs to the CPU or FPGA-based devices adequately addresses the issues 
associated with digital sampling of continuous analog radiation signals. The FPGA-based 
device is much faster than the microprocessor-based device, and at least as reliable as the 
analog based nuclear instrumentation. The most significant difference between the 
FPGA-based and analog neutron instrumentation is the potential for lessened drift in a digital 
system, achieved in this design. 

Thus, subject to the limitations described in Sections 2.2 and 2.4, the device is an appropriate 
upgrade for existing analog and microprocessor-based instrumentation, and this report 
identifies no cautions specific to the FPGA-based PRM. 

2.4. Recommendations for Use 
Future product versions of the PRM would be acceptable for nuclear safety-related use only 
after NED performs an abbreviated CDR, revises the documentation created as part of the 
Commercial Grade Dedication process, and possibly performs additional testing. 

As an example, if anyone finds a design error in the logic, NED should review and document 
the change and change process in a short, abbreviated CDR. A short, abbreviated CDR 
would invoke only those sections of the CDR that are appropriate or needed to support the 
change NED engineers are evaluating. The complexity and completeness of the abbreviated 
CDR should be proportional to the magnitude and breadth of the change. 

As another example, ifNICSD changes the number ofLPRMs in the PRM, then NED should 
review and document the change and the change process, again in an abbreviated CDR 
format. The next time NICSD changes the number ofLPRMs in a unit, NED would have to 
verify only that NICSD followed the process that NED had reviewed and documented 
previously. IfNICSD changes a part other than an FPGA, then NED might not need to do 
anything for the CDR, if the change did not affect the logic. Similarly, ifNICSD changes 
the color of the front panel light emitting diodes (LEDs), NED might need to evaluate human 
factors, but a CDR would not be required. Only if NICSD changes the system logic or 
system features would NED need to perform CDR activities. 

In addition to the specific conclusions and compensatory actions described in Section 2.2, 
NED should implement the following recommendations regarding the FPGA-based PRM. 

2.4.1. Issues for Further Evaluation in NICSD and NED 

This section provides issues for further evaluation in NICSD and NED. 

1. Analog Output (AO) modules may be used to provide LPRM values to Oscillation 
Power Range Monitor (OPRM) inputs. However, the LPRM module continues to 
output a plausible value to the OPRM through an AO module, since LPRM modules 
keep the last value after it becomes inoperable. It is highly recommended that this 
feature in the AO module be evaluated and NICSD consider developing a new module 
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specifically to provide data to the OPRM. The new AO device would be designed such 
that the device output value is out of the range while the LPRM is inoperable. 
Alternatively, the OPRM may identify the inoperable LPRM by detecting the constancy 
of its value. 
NED and NICSD are considering the LPRM inoperable signals transmission to the 
OPRM. 

2. When one LPRM is inoperable, the second inoperable LPRM can be identified by 
checking the LPRM module panel. However, since inoperable annunciation is 
generated by wire ORing of all LPRMs, the second and subsequent inoperable LPRMs 
are not annunciated for the operator. NED and NICSD are considering the method to 
notice the second inoperable LPRM to the control room. 

3. The rotary switch settings are verified using the front panel RMI. This should be 
performed before shipment, during installation at the nuclear plant, and as part of every 
surveillance or calibration. The utilities must implement the appropriate control 
procedures to perform this verification. 

4. NICSD has already established a rigorous FE development procedure. NED should 
expect that NICSD apply the FE development procedure for the FEs that will be use in 
the PRM system. 

5. As a part of the Appendix B program, NED has been preparing error reporting 
procedures that define how a commercial vendor will be required to report errors to 
NED. During the CDR, the reviewer asked ifNICSD could perform error reporting in 
accordance with the NED error reporting procedures. NICSD assured that the NICSD 
could and would provide NED sufficient information to evaluate and report errors. 

6. The CDR reviewers assessed security for the NICSD development PCs and provide 
two recommendations to achieve a required higher level of security. (1) Stricter 
password management would improve the security. (2) The NICSD engineer should 
use dedicated PCs for PRM development, and office software or mail software should 
not be installed on these dedicated PCs. 

2.4.2. Initial Qualification and Maintenance of Qualification 

This section provides recommendations regarding the vendor's programs and procedures that 
would affect the initial qualification, as well as issues that would affect maintaining the 
qualification. 

1. Based on NICSD processes, and NICSD not operating under a 10 CFR 50 Appendix B 
program, NED must determine which records are quality records, and provide adequate 
storage complying to 10 CFR 50 Appendix B. This is especially important since 
NICSD does not retain superseded document revisions. It should be noted that NED 
plans to retain all the documents and design data necessary to build the PRM system. 

2. When NED tests the PRM for compliance with USNRC electromagnetic compatibility 
(EMC) requirements, meeting USNRC required test levels for nuclear instrumentation is 
a potential concern. If issues arise, compensatory measures likely will be required in 
the field installations, unless NICSD engineers find a means of filtering and reducing 
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sensitivity to radiated and conducted EMC levels without affecting the PRM's 
capabilities to monitor neutron flux in the reactor core. 

3. As described in Section 2.2, NED should make a contractual agreement with NICSD to 
ensure that the NICSD error reporting system provides NED with timely and appropriate 
information for NED to include in their 10 CFR 21 evaluation and notification system. 

4. The logic in the FPGAs is not designed and implemented under 10 CFR 50 Appendix B 
controls. Rather, NICSD will inform NED of any logic changes that would affect the 
qualification, or that would require Part 21 reporting. To comply with the USNRC 
guidance on commercial grade dedication, NED shall evaluate future changes. 

2.4.3. Installation and Maintenance 

This section describes important considerations relating to installation and maintenance of 
the system in a nuclear power plant: 

1. The installation design should consider the failure modes and effects documented in 
Section 5 of this CDR report. 

2. The ST A TUS module does not provide external information or annunciation of error 
conditions. All important status information is annunciated through the Discrete Input 
and Output (DIO) module. All safety critical status is annunciated. There is no 
important status that would be identified only during periodic operator rounds and 
inspection of the STATUS module front panel LEDs to ensure detection of PRM 
failures. 

3. The utility should install and maintain the PRM in accordance with the published NED 
specifications, instructions, and limitations. 

4. The utility should base their system calibration intervals and setpoint values on the 
accuracy data provided by NED, incorporating the requirements of the utility's setpoint 
value analyses and licensing requirements. The items requiring user calibration are 
outside the scope of this CDR, but shall be included in the PRM User's Manuals. 

5. Any technician or engineer implementing configuration changes must verify the intended 
configuration changes by verifying that all intended changes occurred, and only the 
intended changes occurred. For many of the modules, the front panel human-machine 
interface (HMI) provides the capability to read the configuration rotary switches. The 
utility's technicians should verify the configuration rotary switches through the front 
panel HMI during surveillance testing and after removing a module from the unit. 
Formal procedures decrease the number of errors made by technicians and engineers. 

6. The utility should generate an appropriately detailed procedure or procedures for 
calibration, surveillance, and troubleshooting of the PRM. The procedure or procedures 
should provide sufficient guidance for the engineer or technician to avoid inadvertent 
configuration changes or entering incorrect values during configuration changes. This 
CDR relies upon the utility generating detailed written procedural guidance for 
technicians and engineers for maintenance, calibration, configuration change, and 
troubleshooting to avoid unwanted or unintended configuration changes. 
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7. NICSD has provided a reasonable set of self-diagnostics in the modules making up the 
PRM. An alarm contact identifies when the self-diagnostic routines have detected an 
error. However, self-diagnostics are not likely to detect all conceivable failure 
mechanisms. Just as with the analog devices these FPGA-based devices replace, the final 
defense is periodic calibration and surveillance. Prior to any module removal, the 
technician or engineering should determine whether the module is still operational and 
whether any alarms have occurred since the last surveillance. 

8. Water and other foreign conductive materials at the electronic circuit boards may 
damage or destroy the electronics. Until the utility installs the PRM, the unit should be 
stored indoors, protected from falling or standing water, in at least Class A storage. 
NQA-1, Subpart 2.2, requirements 601.2, (Reference 5) states that: "Level A items shall 
be stored under special conditions similar to those described for Level B items but with 
additional requirements such as temperature and humidity control with specified limits, a 
ventilation system with filters to provide an atmosphere free of dust and harmful vapors, 
and any other appropriate requirements. Level B items shall be stored within a 
fire-resistant, tear-resistant, weather-tight, and well-ventilated building or equivalent 
enclosure. Precautions shall be taken against vandalism. This area shall be situated 
and constructed so that it will not be subject to flooding; the floor shall be paved or equal, 
and well drained. Items shall be placed on pallets or shoring to permit air circulation. 
The area shall be provided with uniform heating and temperature control or its equivalent 
to prevent condensation and corrosion. The operational environment shall not exceed 
the PRM equipment specifications. 

9. The utilities must place a hardcopy version of each module's configuration into the 
utility's configuration management system and procedures. NED should consider 
providing fill-in forms in the User's Manual for this data, providing a concise, complete 
list of all configuration data, including model numbers, serial numbers, and rotary switch 
settings. 

10. After the initial comm1ss10ning, the utilities must implement the appropriate 
configuration control procedures and processes, as well as calibration, surveillance, 
post-maintenance retest, and retest requirements and processes after any configuration 
changes. 

11. The rotary switch settings are verified using the front panel HMI. This verification 
should be performed before shipment, during installation at the nuclear plant, and as part 
of every utility surveillance or calibration. The utilities must implement the appropriate 
control procedures to perform this verification. 
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3. Architecture Review 

A high-level drawing, Figure 3-1, shows how the system is constructed. Starting at the top 
of the picture, NICSD design engineers decompose the required plant interface inputs and 
outputs into a modular system, based on requirements, provided by NED and their Japanese 
nuclear customers. NICSD engineers then generate the required modules by functionally 
decomposing the system's functions into a group of interconnected functions. From the 
module descriptions, NICSD engineers functionally decompose the individual functions into 
FPGAs and create modular programmed FPGAs, shown as the bottom box on the figure. 
NED and NICSD engineers considered the original modular design of the analog PRM, and 
duplicated the arrangement in this FPGA design. 

Reference to Figure 3-1 will be useful to the reader in understanding this section. This 
chapter focuses on the protective functions and their implementation. 

3.1. Differences between Analog, Microprocessor, and FPGA 
Systems 
There are significant differences between the original analog PRM hardware originally 
installed in most US nuclear utilities, the microprocessor-based replacements, and this 
FPGA-based implementation. The following bullets list most significant differences. The 
utility should consider these during licensing and operation. 

• There are implementation differences between analog, microprocessor-based, 
and FPGA-based systems. The analog implementation continuously monitors 
filtered analog signals. If appropriately filtered, a typical 
microprocessor-based PRM samples analog inputs every 25 or 50 milliseconds. 
The FPGA-based system samples analog inputs every [ ]"milliseconds. In an 
analog device, protective actions occur based on continuous measurements and 
evaluations in that analog device. Protective actions from a 
microprocessor-based PRM occur on detection of a condition during a CPU 
cycle, or after three cycles with communications failures. The two US PRM 
designs run on 25 or 50 millisecond cycles. Protective actions from the 
FPGA-based PRM occur after the condition is detected in the []'millisecond 
c.x,~le, or after three confirmations of internal communications failures, less than 
[J milliseconds, in the worst possible case. Protective actions from the 
FPGA-based system occur with less delay than the CPU device, but more than 
the analog device. 

• There is no significant difference between calibration requirements for the 
analog inputs for the analog, microprocessor-based, and FPGA-based 
implementations. However, the analog system drifts more than the 
FPGA-based implementation, so the FPGA system requires less frequent and 
extensive calibrations. 
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Figure 3-1 PRM Architecture 

• When properly configured, the digital devices provide significantly greater 
precision and repeatability, less drift, and less temperature dependence than the 
original analog device. The analog input portions of the FPGA-based 
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equipment are the same as used in the microprocessor-based version, with 
equivalent performance. Digital processing provides precision and 
repeatability over the complete temperature range. The utility must evaluate 
the acceptance criteria for the system in the setpoint calculations, using data 
provided by NED. The US nuclear utilities use the ISA Recommended 
Practice RP 67.04 (Reference 6) recommendations for generating setpoint 
values. This requirement is met by providing a single concise listing of the 
accuracy, drift, and other relevant parameters for the hardware to be qualified. 
The specifications should include those typically used by a nuclear utility for 
calculating instrument measurement uncertainties and establishing critical 
control setpoint values. EPRI TR-107330 requires that the following effects 
on accuracy of the hardware be addressed: hysteresis, linearity, repeatability, 
temperature sensitivity, drift, power supply variations, arithmetic operation error, 
vibration, radiation, and relative humidity. 

• Unlike the original analog equipment, the FPGA-based PRM modules have 
internal diagnostics. External indication of diagnostic results exist on most 
modules' front panels, or on the status module for the Low Voltage Power 
Supply and Receiver modules, which are installed on the rear of the unit. 
Toshiba engineers provided an external contact output for important failure 
indication. 

• Power-up behavior of the FPGA-based system is only slightly different from the 
original analog devices. The analog equipment starts operating immediately 
after power is restored, with a short delay between power up and protective 
action. The microprocessor-based equipment requires time to start. The 
FPGA-based equipment has a power up sequence that requires very little time to 
start, with the approximately 150 milliseconds delay except for the TRN module, 
which has 470 milliseconds delay, resulting from starting the low voltage power 
supplies. 

The FPGA-based equipment provides stability, diagnostics, and accuracy beyond that 
possible with either the analog or microprocessor-based equipment of previous generations. 
However, an engineer must understand and evaluate the differences between the analog and 
microprocessor-based equipment and the FPGA-based equipment for each installation. 

These FPGA-based PRM systems are evolutionary products, based on earlier analog and 
microprocessor-based designs. NED and NICSD engineers designed the PRM replacement 
with the intent of creating an accurate, stable, safe, reliable, long-term maintainable system 
for reactor core measurement and protection, as an evolutionary step in their designs, and as a 
more reliable product. The FPGA architecture is based on hardware that is expected to be 
available, or easily replaced, for the next thirty years. 

After completing this architectural review, the · CDR reviewers conclude that potential 
undetectable failure modes are unlikely. The CDR reviewers conclude that the NED and 
NICSD processes are unlikely to introduce new undetectable failure modes that would 
preclude the PRM from performing its safety functions. 
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3.2. Power Range Neutron Monitor Architecture 
Figure 3-1 illustrates the PRM system architecture. The PRM system contains several 
subcomponents, which NICSD calls units. The unit is a chassis that has front slots and back 
slots to mount modules. 

Each unit consists of several modules. Vertically, between front and back slots, there is a 
middle plane. This plane consists of two circuit boards. These circuit boards provide 
backplanes for the front and rear modules. Modules plug into the backplanes using VME 
connectors. Once a module is plugged into appropriate connector, it exchanges data to other 
modules in the unit. 

Each module consists of one or more printed circuit boards and a front panel. The purpose 
of the front panel is to fix boards to the unit and to provide mounting for an HMI. Analog 
and digital components, including the FPGAs, are soldered to the printed circuit boards. 

NED and NICSD engineers decompose the overall requirements for the PRM system into 
functional modules and units. The NICSD engineers decompose the functional module 
requirements into smaller elements, which are mapped into individual FPGAs. Then, the 
NICSD engineers further decompose the FPGA logic into logical blocks, which they call FEs. 
The NICSD engineers synthesize the FE and the interconnecting logic in Very High Speed 
Integrated Circuit Hardware Description Language (VHDL). The NICSD engineers 
developed and tested the FEs, which are maintained in a library. Section 4 of this report 
describes the design process. 

3.2.1. Data transmission between modules 

The PRM system uses three types of data transmission methods: 

( 1) Fiber optic data transmission between modules 

This type of transmission is used for the transmissions from the LPRM unit to the 
LPRM/APRM unit, from the FLOW unit to the LPRM/APRM unit, besides for the 
transmission from the LPRM and LPRM/ APRM units to external devices such as the Rod 
Block Monitor (RBM). In those transmissions, TRN modules are mounted in the sending 
unit, and RCV modules are mounted in the receiving unit. The transmitted data is 
encapsulated in a data frame consisting of[ ]'data fields. The data field is called "channel" 
in NICSD documentation. However, the word "channel" may be confused with APRM 
channels or LPRM channels, so the word "field" is used. Each field is [ Jbit long, so a 
whole data frame has [ p [ ]~ [ Jbits length. 

Table 3-1 shows the structure of the data frame transmitted from the LPRM/ APRM unit to 
the RBM unit, as an example. 
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Table 3-1 Data Frame Structure 

I Fields I Contents 

(a) Data format for the LPRM levels 
Each LPRM level data consists of 12 bits of value, and additional data as shown in the 
following format: 

1 ·12-bit ofLPRM level [ 

(b) Data format for the FLOW unit status 

Field [ ]conveys the status data of the FLOW unit in the following format: 
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( c) Data format for the alarms from the LPRM/ APRM unit 

Field [ ]conveys the alarm data of an LPRM/ APRM unit in the following format: 

To detect failures, the fiber optic link is always operating, using a self-clocked synchronous 
protocol. The data link uses Manchester encoding to send zeros and ones. Each message 
includes parity in each [ Jbit field, which makes it unlikely that a single bit failure wo!1ld 
remain undetected by the logic. When data needs to be transferred, a special [ Jbit 
preamble is sent to indicate the start of a data frame. The fixed length data packet is sent. 
If three successive data frames are corrupted, then the receiving device will mark the data 
sent to the APRM as in error. 

(2) Hard-Wired Data Transmission on the Middle Plane 

The modules mounted in a same unit communicate over copper connections printed on the 
two middle backplanes. For these transmissions, three-wire electrical communication links 
are used, and bit-wise value is inverted compared to the fiber optic cable. In the three-wire 
copper links, the first line conveys the data; the second line conveys the clock signal. The 
third line is a load pulse that marks the end of the frame. In the copper lines, the data are 
transmitted as CMOS level signals on the three associated copper lines. 

An example of the hard-wired data transmission is the data transmission from the RCV 
module to the APRM module. As explained above, the RCV module receives a data frame 
over fiber optic link, then the RCV module transmits the data frame to the APRM module 
over the backplane. 

As another example of this hard-wired transmission, Figure 3-2 shows the signal format of 
the LPRM level data transmitted from the LPRM module. The LPRM module transmits 
[ Jbit LPRM level data synchronized with the[ Jkiiohertz (KHz) clock or with[ ps clock 
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cycle time. The transmission cycle is [ ]'milliseconds (ms) for the plant that uses 60-hertz 
commercial power supply, as shown in Figure 3-2. The transmission cycle is changed to[ ]"' 
ms for the plant that uses 50-hertz commercial power supply, in order to lower the power 
supply noise. 

<J,r: 

Figure 3-2 Signal format of the LPRM level transmitted from the LPRM module 

(3) Serial Data Communication link between FPGAs 

FPGAs mounted on the APRM, TRN, and RCV modules transmit data to other FPGAs in the 
same module. For these data transmission, a set of three-wire electrical communication 
links is used. Figure 3-3 shows an example of signal formats used in the APRM module. 
The link between the FPGAs on the APRM module operates at []'megahertz (MHz), or[]"' 
microsecond (µs) clock cycle time. 

This communication link is similar to the hard-wired data communication link used in the 
backplane. The first line conveys the data; the second line conveys the clock signal. The 
third line is a load pulse that marks the end of the frame. Compared with the 
communication link used in the backplane, this communication link is different in that the 
electric pulses are inverted, and the operating frequency is higher. 

a,c 

Figure 3-3 Signal format of the serial data between FPGAs in the APRM module 
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3.2.2. FLOW Unit Architecture 

The FLOW unit contains two SQ-ROOT modules that take current loop inputs from 
differential pressure transmitters and generate percent drive flow for each of the reactor 
recirculation pumps, as shown in Figure 3-4. The SQ-ROOT modules convert current to 
voltage using a resistor and condition the resulting voltage before converting the voltage to a 
digital value through an analog-to-digital converter. The module converts the digital value 
to a square root, using a look-up table in on-board programmable read-only memory (PROM). 
The SQ-ROOT modules pass their flow value to the FLOW module, which sums the two 
flow readings. If either flow reading is unavailable or if too much difference exists between 
the two readings, the Rod Block Monitor initiates a rod block. The SQ-ROOT module 
generates a low pass filtered value for the FLOW module, which generates the flow-referred 
trip setpoint for the APRM module. 

The two SQ-ROOT modules and the single FLOW module interface with a TRN module, 
using dual communication links internal to the unit. The communication links are paralleled 
to the AO modules. The AO modules may provide safety-related data to the OPRM, as well 
as isolated safety to non-safety-related analog data outputs for strip chart recorders and the 
plant process computer using separate non-safety-related AO modules. Discrete outputs for 
the "Fail" signals are wire-OR'ed together from the FLOW and STATUS modules to drive an 
isolated discrete output for the annunciator (ANN) and other external indicators. The FPGA 
logic on the FLOW module outputs a discrete signal for "Fail" from the logical OR of the 
"Fail" signals from the FLOW and the two SQ-ROOT modules. The FPGA logic on the 
FLOW module outputs a discrete signal for "Inoperable," from the logical OR of the 
"Inoperable" signals from the Flow and the two SQ-ROOT modules. The Inoperable output 
drives an isolated discrete output for the annunciator and other external indicators. 

The unit contains redundant low voltage power supplies (LVPS). Each LVPS converts a 
separate AC power feed to the required +5, -15, and +15 direct current (DC) voltage busses 
for the modules. The LVPS outputs are diode OR'ed together. Either LVPS alone 
provides sufficient power to operate the unit. The STATUS module provides local LED 
indication of power supply health. There are no incoming serial communication links from 
other units, so there is no indication of communication link health. 

The SQ-ROOT, FLOW, TRN, and LVPS modules perform safety-related functions, depicted 
with crosshatch in Figure 3-4. The AO, DIO, and STATUS modules do not perform 
safety-related functions. The qualification activities will verify that these AO and DIO 
modules serve as safety-related to non-safety-related isolators. 
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3.2.3. LPRM Unit Architecture 
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The LPRM unit contains up to twelve LPRM modules, as shown in Figure 3-5. Each module 
is associated with one low-level input current from an in-core power range detector. Each 
of the modules provides output data to one communication link in the unit. The 
communication links provide data to a TRN module and the AO modules. The TRN 
module provides all LPRM data to the LPRM/ APRM unit through redundant fiber optic 
communication links. The AO modules may be used to provide safety-related data to the 
OPRM, as well as providing isolated safety to non-safety-related analog data outputs to strip 
chart recorders, RBM, or plant process computer. Discrete outputs are wire-OR'ed together 
from all LPRM modules to drive an isolated discrete output for the annunciator. 

The NICSD design provides dual LVPS for this unit. Each converts AC power to the 
required DC voltages for the modules. The LVPS outputs are diode OR'ed together. 
Either LVPS alone provides sufficient power to operate the unit. The STATUS module 
provides local LED indications, including power supply health. 

The LPRM, TRN, LVPS, and some of the AO modules perform safety-related functions, 
depicted as crosshatched in the figure. The remaining AO, the DIO, and the STATUS 
modules do not perform safety-related functions. 
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3.2.4. LPRM/APRM Unit Architecture 
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The LPRM/ APRM unit contains up to ten LPRM modules and one APRM module, as shown 
Figure 3-6. 

Each LPRM module is associated with one low-level input current from an in-core power 
range detector. Each of the LPRM modules interfaces with a TRN module in this unit, 
using two redundant communication links. The communication links are wired in parallel 
to the AO modules. The AO modules may provide safety-related data to the OPRM, as well 
as to provide isolated safety to non-safety-related analog data outputs to strip chart recorders 
or plant process computer. Discrete outputs are wire-OR'ed together from all LPRM 
modules to drive an isolated discrete output for the annunciator. 

The RCV module gathers data from the FLOW units and from the LPRM unit, described in 
Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3. The TRN module in the LPRM unit sends data to the RCV 
module in this unit. The RCV module sends the received data to the APRM module. The 
data includes the LPRM level data measured by the LPRM modules mounted in the LPRM 
unit, and Flow value data. In addition, the TRN module provides LPRM level data from the 
LPRM modules mounted in this LPRM/ APRM unit to the APRM module. The APRM 
module transmits data to the AO and DIO modules, for both safety and non-safety use, and to 
the TRN module. The analog output data from the AO module can be wired to the OPRM, 
strip chart recorders, and plant process computer analog inputs. The OPRM or RBM could 
acquire this data digitally via the TRN module over the fiber optic link. Note that the TRN 
module in the LPRM/ APRM unit has two separate functions. The first function is gathering 
LPRM level data from the LPRM modules mounted in this unit, and sending them to the 
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APRM module. The second function is receiving data from the APRM module, and 
transmitting them to external equipment. 
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Figure 3-6 LPRM/APRM Unit Architecture 

The unit contains redundant LVPS. Each LVPS converts separate AC power feeds to the 
required +5, +15, and -15 DC bus voltages for the modules. The LVPS outputs are diode 
OR'ed together. Either LVPS alone provides sufficient power to operate the unit. The 
STATUS module provides local LED indications, including power supply health and health 
of the communications links feeding this unit. 

The LPRM, APRM, RCV, TRN, LVPS, DIO and some of the AO modules perform 
safety-related functions, depicted as crosshatched in the Figure 3-6. The remaining AO and 
the STATUS module do not perform safety-related functions. Note that safety and 
non-safety-related connections cannot be mixed on AO modules, due to issues with electrical 
separation within the module. 
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3.3. Module Architecture 
Each of the modules has unique architectural features, based on the differences in interfaces 
and requirements. There are also many similar architectural features, including the use of 
the same Actel FPGAs, models A54SX72A and A54SX32A. An important architectural 
feature is that the design implements all complex logic only in Actel FPGAs. The design 
uses relatively simple medium-scale integrated (MSI) discrete logic chips for all simple logic 
functions, such as a monostable multivibrator to implement a watchdog timer. 

A module is constructed of one or more printed circuit boards. Most modules require only a 
single printed circuit board. The APRM module requires three printed circuit boards, to 
house the large number of rotary switches for configuration settings. 

The module plugs into the backplane through a VME64 connector. The printed circuit 
board runs through slots, guiding the assembly into a position where the connector will mate 
with the backplane. 

Individual modules have an aluminum front panel, which provides a flat, front surface for the 
discrete LEDs for status, numeric LEDs for values, and dedicated function pushbutton 
switches. The LEDs and pushbuttons are the HMI. The front panel also provides captive 
screws, to ensure that the printed circuit board remains in the unit and operable through 
seismic events. 

Each module operates from a crystal oscillator. The frequencies of the oscillator vary by the 
module types. The fastest frequency module is an RCV module, running at[ ]'MH.z. The 
APRM module runs at[ ]'MHz, and the other modules run at[]'M:Hz. 

The design uses multiple FPGAs on each module. The design practice is to separate logical 
functions on a single FPGA. Thus, an FPGA might implement a low pass filter. While 
logic elements may be unused on that FPGA, NICSD engineers do not combine additional 
functions onto that FPGA. Rather, the use of a single FPGA for a single function makes 
testing the FPGA much easier, as well as diagnosis and root cause evaluation during design 
and development. 
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[ l 
Recently, NICSD added new LPRM and AO modules having the characteristics of enhanced 
Electro Magnetic Interference (EMI) immunity as replacements for the older modules. 
These modules were developed targeting the US market, and differs from their older models 
in that they have additional noise reduction capacitors in their analog input or output ports. 

The following subsections provide a description of each module in the PRM. 

3.3.1. SQ-ROOT Module 

The SQ-ROOT module has a single analog input, configured to sense the current loop from 
the differential pressure sensor in an elbow in the recirculation pump piping. A second 
SQ-ROOT module senses the differential pressure in the other recirculation pump pii:>ing. 
NICSD engineers designed the input for 4 to 20 ma range. An SQ-ROOT module has [ r 
FPGAs. 

The analog input to the module performs current to voltage conversion, a limited analog filter, 
and gain and offset calibration for both the sensor and input circuitry. Multi-tum rotary 
potentiometers mounted on the single printed circuit board provide the gain and offset 
calibration. 

This corrected, filtered analog value is presented to a commercial twelve-bit analog-to-digital 
converter. The analog-to-digital converter has [Jmillisecond sampling time, noise reject, 
accuracy, and other evaluated electrical characteristics to convert the value of the current 
from the differential pressure sensor, or the to a binary value, rapidly enough to satisfy the 
requirements of this module. 

The first FPGA takes the output from the analog-to-digital converter and digitally filters the 
values. The digit~l filter has typically a[ Jsecond time constant, which expands the 12 bit 
value to [ J hit precision, by long-term averaging of the values. The digital filter 
equation is as follows: 
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The digital core flow and associated status information are provided to the TRN module, to 
the AO module, and to the FLOW module in the FLOW unit. The output data to the TRN 
and FLOW modules are 12-bits long, and transmitted over a three-wire electrical 
communication link as CMOS level signals. 

The SQ-ROOT module Inoperable and Fail alarms are indicated on the front panel of the 
module. The FLOW module performs a logical OR of the alarm signals from the FLOW 
and SQ-ROOT modules, and sends the result to the STATUS and DIO modules in the FLOW 
unit, for local display and indication as well as remote indication. 
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The SQ-ROOT module uses [ J'or 
equivalent. Evaluation of this analog-to-digital converter shows that it is a simple 
successive approximation converter. It performs no internal calibration, but relies on 
external devices for trim. The vendor's analog-to-digital converter datasheets show the 
devices to be precise. The overall analog chain will require utility calibration. Analog 
error in the rest of the chain is significantly larger than the small errors defined in the 
converter data sheet, making analog-to-digital conversion errors an insignificant source of 
error. 

3.3.2. FLOW Module 

The APRM requires measurement of flow through each of the two reactor recirculation 
pumps, to implement a key, variable setpoint trip. Two differential pressure measurements 
indicate flow. The FLOW module has no direct analog or discrete inputs from field sensors. 
Rather, the SQ-ROOT modules in the same unit provide data to the FLOW module. The 
data is a 12-bit fixed-point integer drive flow, expressing 0 to 125% recirculation flow. 
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The FLOW module provides the flow value to the TRN and AO modules. The flow upscale, 
Inoperable alarm, bypass, and Fail alarm signals are sent to the STATUS and DIO modules in 
the FLOW unit, for local display and indication using hardwired connections. 

3.3.3. LPRM Module 

The LPRM module is used in the LPRM/ APRM and LPRM units to acquire data from 
neutron monitors installed throughout the BWR reactor core. The module provides a high 
voltage bias supply for the in-core detector, and converts the low-level current from the 
detector into percent reactor power as seen by that detector. 

This CDR does not describe the in-core neutron detector technology. In order to operate the 
detector, the LPRM module provides an adjustable high voltage DC power supply, with a 
limited current output capability. A technician can adjust the power supply output for each 
LPRM detector using a potentiometer on each LPRM printed circuit board. 

The LPRM senses the very low-level input current through an isolation amplifier. The 
output of the isolation amplifier is corrected for gain and a limited offset using two 
potentiometers on the LPRM printed circuit board. Based on the physics of the detector, the 
relationship between current and reactor power changes as the detector is exposed to neutron 
flux. Periodically, the Reactor Engineer will provide new calibration data for each of the 
LPRM detectors, for which the utility technician adjusts each the gain using pushbuttons on 
each LPRM module's front panel, to compensate for changes in the in-core detector 
sensitivity, drift in the analog-to-digital converter, or drift in the on-board high voltage power 
supply for the in-core detector. The Reactor Engineer uses ICAL data from process 
computer system to get an actual flux measurement at the detector's location. 
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The HMI failures on the APRM, FLOW, and SQ-ROOT modules are different. These 
modules do not mark the module Fail based on the HMI failures, but continue to provide data 
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and to operate in the presence of HMI failures on any of these modules. Although the [ r 
FPGA also reads the module mode switch, the intent of the module mode is different from 
that of LPRM. These modules are expected to continue operation unless the system bypass 
switch is active, while each LPRM module may be bypassed separately for maintenance. 
The other module mode switches are provided only for operational and maintenance 
convenience. This difference will need to be emphasized in the PRM User's Manuals. 

3.3.4. APRM Module 

The APRM module processes inputs from the LPRM modules and the SQ-ROOT and FLOW 
modules. The APRM module has no direct field inputs. The APRM module receives data 
through the TRN module from the LPRM modules mounted in the same LPRM/ APRM unit, 
and receives data through the RCV module from the LPRM modules mounted in the LPRM 
units, as well as the SQ-ROOT and FLOW modules. Both the TRN and RCV modules 
encapsulate data in the data frame, and transmit the frame through dual three-wire electrical 
communication links. Section 3 .2.1 describes this method of data transmission. 

One of the dual three-wire electrical communication links is called the primary, and the other 
is called the secondary. The APRM FPGAs detect loss of communication on each of the 
triple serial lines. In addition, [ i··c [ . ~ 

[ r 
The APRM module selects data in the following order: 

a. If the primary link is normal, then the primary link is the data source. 

b. If the primary link is not normal and the secondary link is normal, then the secondary 
link is the data source. 

c. If both primary and secondary links are not normal, the ARPM module determines 
that the remaining data is not sufficient to perform the safety-related functions and 
marks itself inoperable on the front panel and the DIO module. If the APRM 
module is inoperable, the APRM module cannot protect the plant, and this results in 
issuing a plant trip to the trip voting logic in the Reactor Protection System. 

The APRM module combines the operable LPRM data, the core flow data, and the alarm and 
action setpoint values on the APRM module to generate a reactor scram trip output when 
required, and to provide average reactor power to the operator. 

Average reactor power is a licensing commitment, and the average must be maintained at less 
than or equal to 100% of the licensed thermal power. The multiple channels of APRM 
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provide redundant indication to the control room operator for average neutron flux in the 
reactor core. 

The APRM includes all operable LRPM data in the calculation of average power level. If 
more than a configured number of LPRMs are inoperable, then the APRM cannot compute an 
average power level. If the APRM cannot compute an average power level, the APRM 
cannot protect the plant, and thus issues a plant trip. 

The APRM module uses a six-second low pass filter on the averaged neutron flux reading to 
generate the Simulated Thermal Power. 

The redundant APRM channels vote on tripping the plant based on excessive neutron flux, 
average flux over the acceptable limit, and excessive equipment failures that make 
calculating a representative neutron flux value impossible. 

The APRM module encapsulates the collected LPRM data, APRM level, Simulated Thermal 
Power level, and status information into a data frame which the APRM module transmits to a 
TRN module. The TRN module transmits the frame to the RBM system. 

re APRM module requires ( ]"printed circuit boards. One of the boards is a [ 

The [ 
APRM. 

JFPGAs are necessary to perform the safety-related tasks associated with the 
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[ r 

Failure in the [ JFPGAs renders the APRM module inoperable, which is alarmed and 
indicated on the front panel, as well as resulting in the APRM module issuing a plant trip to 
the Reactor Protection System voter. The trip output can be initiated by exceeding neutron 
flux limits, excessive equipment failure, or failure of the APRM module to complete its 
required calculations. Failures of the HMI FPGAs does not render the LPRM module 
inoperable, since the HMI is not required for plant operation and the operation mode of the 
APRM module is set to "Operate" even if the HMI FPGA cannot read the mode switch. 
Failure of the HMI FPGA is indicated only on the local front panel for the APRM module. 
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3.3.5. TRN Module 

Each TRN module has two separate, independent data processing paths. Each of the data 
processing paths has two outward communication links, transmitting identical data. One of 
the links is used as the primary, and the other is used as the secondary. 

A TRN module functions in one of the following three operational modes correspond to the 
unit type in which the module is mounted. The unit type is two bits of information, which 
the module reads through the backplane connector, from the unit. 

• When mounted in a FLOW unit, each half of the TRN module collects data 
from the two SQ-ROOT modules and the FLOW module, encapsulates the data 
in a frame, and transmits the frame to the LPRM/ APRM unit through a fiber 
optic cable. 

• When mounted in a LPRM unit, each half of the TRN module collects data from 
the LPRM modules mounted in the same unit, encapsulates the data in a frame, 
and transmits the frame to the LPRM/ APRM unit through a fiber optic cable. 

• When mounted in a LPRM/ APRM unit, each half of the TRN module collects 
data from the LPRM modules mounted in the same LPRM/ APRM unit, 
encapsulates the data in a frame, and transmits the frame to the APRM module 
over copper connections printed on the backplanes. Also, each half of the 
TRN module receives a frame from the APRM module, and transmits the frame 
to external equipment, such as a Rod Block Monitor through a fiber optic cable. 

The TRN module supports up to twelve LPRM modules (see Section 3.3.3), or two 
SQ-ROOT modules (see Section 3.3.1) with a FLOW module (see Section 3.3.2). These 
data transfers through the TRN module are from safety-related input modules and are sent to 
safety-related output modules. 
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The TRNOPT FPGA receives the data frame from the TRNAD or TRNUNIT FPGA, encodes 
the data with Manchester code, and adds the unit type and the unit number. TRNOPT sends 
the data frame to two optical transmitters. 

The TRN module can be used to send LPRM and APRM data to the Rod Block Monitor 
(RBM). The RBM is a non-safety-related device that performs asset protection functions. 
The RBM stops rod withdrawal to prevent fuel damage by assuring that the minimum critical 
power ratio (MCPR) does not violate fuel thermal safety limits. 

The TRN module performs safety-related functions, but can also provide safety to 
non-safety-related isolation at the fiber optic communication data transmitters. The TRN 
board would be a broadcast-only interface to the non-safety-related RBM. Since the 
isolation boundary is purely hardware and represents a one-way data flow, the concerns with 
data communication and ensuring that problems in the non-safety equipment do not 
propagate into the safety equipment, as discussed in IEEE 7-4.3.2-2003 Annex E 
(Reference 4), are not applicable. 

The TRN module could also be configured to send LPRM and APRM data to the OPRM. 
The OPRM is a safety-related device, required in US Boiling Water Reactors to detect 
periodic circulating flux oscillations. These oscillations result when large bodies of steam 
circulate around the reactor core, rather than rising to the top and powering the turbine 
generator. Sweeping around the reactor in the 0.3 to 1 Hz range, the void fraction area does 
not cool the fuel rods adequately, and rapidly results in challenges to the rod cladding. 
These oscillations develop faster than an operator can detect them and trip the reactor. · The 
OPRM uses LPRM data to detect these neutron flux oscillations through various algorithms. 
There are no issues with isolation boundaries, as the fiber optic cables are more than adequate 
for data transfer and there are no isolation concerns between safety-related equipment within 
a channel. 

3.3.6. RCV Module 

The RCV module is only mounted in the LPRM/ APRM unit, and receives the data streams 
from the LPRM and FLOW units. The module concentrates the data streams from the two 
FLOW modules in the FLOW unit and the LPRM data from the LPRM unit in this division. 
All data transfers through the RCV module are from safety-related input modules and to 
safety-related output modules. 

An RCV module has four separate, independent optical receivers, each of which receives 
serial data at []'megabit per second (Mbps) from a TRN module by a mono-directional fiber 
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optic cable every [ Jmilliseconds, as a defined format (see Section 3.2.1). The RCV 
module sends the received data in the same frame format over copper lines inside the unit, at 
[]Mbps. 

The RCV module waits for data from each TRN module before passing data to the APRM 
module. The STATUS module in this unit will indicate loss of one or more of the redundant 
communication links. As long as the RCV module receives data and transmits data to the 
APRM, the APRM will continue to function. When no data from a pair of redundant 
communication links is available for more than six milliseconds, the APRM will very likely 
output a trip signal (see Section 3.3.4). 

For each independent receiver, there is an optical receiver to convert photons to electrical 
signals. The converted electrical signals are inputs to[ r 
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3.3.7. AO Module 

The AO module provides the capability of modulating sixteen external voltage or current 
outputs to external devices. Uses for this device include providing data for strip chart 
recorders, plant process computers, and OPRM. 

The AO module modulates a set of output current or voltage points using separate 
digital-to-analog converters and appropriate analog circuitry. The vendor can configure any 
of the outputs for current output by soldering a resistor in the individual output circuits on the 
printed circuit board. A communication link provides another module with the capability of 
driving one or more channels on the AO module. More than one module can communicate 
with an AO module. Power for the digital-to-analog converters and other analog electronics 
is provided by a DC-to-DC converter, which ensures that non-safety-related wiring cannot 
conduct noise or spikes back into the safety-related APRM and prevent the APRM from 
performing its nuclear safety functions. 

A separate group of clock, data, and status line are inputs to each digital-to-analog converter. 
Each of these lines is optically isolated, providing a one-way communication path to each 
digital-to-analog converter. The serial data stream is clocked into the converter using the 
clock line. The digital-to-analog converter updates the output when the status line indicates 
that the data transfer is complete. 

No FPGAs are used in the AO module. 

Some of the output types listed above are non-safety-related. Therefore, the AO module 
will be qualified both as a means of outputting safety-related analog signals and as a safety to 
non-safety-related isolator, driving non-safety-related equipment. The credited isolation 
boundary will be the communication links through the one-way optical isolators and the 
isolated power supply. Since the isolation boundary is purely hardware, and represents a 
one-way data flow, the concerns with data communication and ensuring that problems in the 
non-safety equipment do not propagate into the safety equipment, as discussed in 
IEEE 7-4.3.2-2003 Annex E (Reference 4), are not applicable. Note that if any single input 
or output on the module is attached to a non-safety device that no safety-related devices may 
be attached to that module. 

If AO modules are used to provide data to the OPRM, the following issue must be addressed 
in the AO design. An LPRM module output keeps the last good value when it enters the 
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inoperable state. The APRM detects the inoperable LPRM, and excludes it from processing. 
However, the AO module and thus an OPRM system that receive LPRM values from the AO 
cannot detect that the LPRM is inoperable. Plant operators would be required to exclude the 
LPRM from the OPRM input when an LPRM inoperable annunciation occurs, requiring a 
complex interface to the OPRM and additional manual actions by the Main Control Room 
staff. Additional manual actions for the operators are discouraged in US plants. Use of a 
flat-line signal in an OPRM cell would result in non-conservative detection of thermal 
instability, which is not appropriate. Thus, the use of AO modules as a data source for 
OPRM is probably not appropriate, unless this design issue is resolved. 

3.3.8. DIO Module 

The DIO module provides the capability to read discrete states from external devices. The 
DIO module applies an output voltage to a configured number of discrete contacts or output 
transistor devices, and then transfers the state through an optical isolator. An attached 
module can read the input states from the DIO module. 

The DIO module also supports discrete outputs. An attached module writes output states 
over a hardwired linkage, not using a communications protocol. Each output bit from the 
other module is optically isolated from the output drive transistors attached to field devices. 
The DIO module is used to output the trip signal, as well as to drive the annunciator. 

No FPGAs are used in the DIO module. 

Some of the output types listed above are non-safety-related. Therefore, the DIO module 
will be qualified both as a means of outputting safety-related signals and as a safety to 
non-safety-related isolator, driving non-safety-related equipment. The credited isolation 
boundary will be the communication links through the one-way optical isolators and the 
isolated power supply. Since the isolation boundary is purely hardware, and represents a 
one-way data flow, the concerns with data communication and ensuring that problems in the 
non-safety equipment do not propagate into the safety equipment, as discussed in 
IEEE 7-4.3.2-2003 Annex E (Reference 4), are not applicable. 

Although there are photo-coupler isolation boundaries between each signal from the interior 
of the DIO module to the external connections, the external connections are not isolated from 
each other. Therefore, safety-related equipment and non-safety equipment cannot be 
connected directly to the same DIO module simultaneously. If safety and non-safety-related 
equipment are to be connected, then non-safety-related electrical isolation boundary must be 
provided by qualified isolation relays. 

3.3.9. STATUS Module 

The STATUS module provides local indication of error conditions. The HMI for this 
module consists of several discrete LEDs. These LEDs summarize status information, 
providing only indication of problems within the unit. The operator or technician will need 
to evaluate the discrete status LEDs on the front of the modules in the unit to determine the 
cause of the status indication more precisely. 
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The STATUS module provides external information or annunciation of error conditions, such 
as the Fail and Inoperable status, through the DIO module. 

The STATUS module performs only non-safety functions. The STATUS module can be 
considered an associated circuit, in that it is powered from and wired to safety-related 
equipment. The STATUS module is built to the same standards as the safety-related 
portions of the PRM, and will be tested and qualified with the PRM. The USNRC has 
evaluated and accepted this arrangement on other safety-related equipment. 

If the STATUS module receives a receiver alarm signal, the module sends the Fail signal to 
the front panel and DIO module. On the front panel, several LEDs are turned on to indicate 
the failed transmission link and the unit Fail status. 

3.3.10. LVPS Module 

Each unit contains two redundant LVPS modules to transform incoming AC power into the 
regulated DC power required by the modules. Each LVPS can supply all the +5, + 15, and 
-15 volt DC power required to operate all modules in the rack. Each LVPS has an over 
voltage protective network, which takes the power supply off line. The unit has two diodes, 
configured in [ r 
selecting the highest voltage output from the two power supplies. For fault tolerance, the 
AC power feeds should from separate circuits on vital power, and preferably separate vital 
power sources. 

Faults and failures m the LVPS are hardwired to the unit STATUS module, for local 
indication. 
Each module detects power fail and power restoration, and must perform appropriate actions 
to shutdown or start up correctly. 

3.4. The Actel FPGA 
The Actel FPGAs, models A54SX72A and A54SX32A, are part of a standard product line 
(Reference 7). Actel designed the FPGAs for use in high reliability applications, including 
military and space applications. For space applications, special highly radiation tolerant 
designs exist. For US National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and US 
Department of Defense use, NICSD said that Actel was expected to produce product that was 
form, fit, and function equivalent to these devices for 30 years. Thus, there is no concern 
about obsolescence for these devices. Reliability and availability result from the Actel 
design, which exhibits a failure in time (FIT) less than 100, which translates to less than 100 
failures in one million hours. 

These FPGAs are not custom parts, but are one-time configurable parts designed for low 
volume applications, where the cost of an ASIC is not warranted. The FPGA is designed to 
implement random digital logic, absorbing many discrete integrated circuit packages, into a 
single, complex device. An FPGA can only implement digital logic. Therefore, all analog 
processing and conversion between analog and digital representations occurs in devices 
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attached to the FPGA. Standard parts are used for these functions, chosen by NICSD for 
reliability. 

The Actel design can be thought of as a large number of high impedance, non-conducting 
anti-fuses, providing a sea of modular logic elements (Reference 8). When set into their 
low-impedance state, anti-fuses create circuit connections between logic elements. The 
routing capabilities are incorporated into the top two metallization layers, thus preserving the 
silicon base for logic elements. The design of the routing elements is highly optimized for 
fast, complex circuits. 

The Actel device also provides support for testing and inspection of its operation, using 
Boundary Scan techniques and industry-standard Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) ports 
(Reference 9). These capabilities exist in the FPGAs, and NICSD engineers will determine 
if such capabilities are necessary for each FPGA design. NICSD engineers could use these 
capabilities in developing the FPGA design and coding, as well in root cause evaluations of 
failed modules. To further enhance testability and reduce undesirable circuit behavior, the 
basic architecture of each module is a clocked sequential circuit, with periodic synchronizing 
registers. 

In addition to highly flexible and powerful design routing capabilities, the FPGA design 
includes significant support for clock distribution and clocked sequencing of various areas of 
the FPGA. These clock networks can be used to further reduce the requirements for routing 
and delaying clock signals for the logic elements. 

The NICSD engineers have functionally decomposed the PRM design into a set of function 
blocks, which the NICSD engineers will design into individual FPGAs. The LPRM module 
detailed design document describes each element of the FPGA design. These function 
blocks will be built from logical blocks, which NICSD refers to as FEs. For previous FPGA 
products, NICSD did not use FEs, but built all the logic directly in VHDL. In order to 
simplify peer review and test design, the NICSD engineers do not allow the software tools to 
perform any automatic optimization on the logic circuits. 

If feedback is required to make the logic in an FPGA work correctly, the NICSD engineer 
routes the feedback loops external to the FPGA. By so doing, the testability of the FPGA is 
increased, since one can now set the FPGA state with a simple sequence, rather than having 
to go through many test patterns to achieve a given state. The other simplifying requirement 
is that state machines are used only when necessary. 

For the enhanced design, NICSD will develop and test their library of reusable FEs rather 
than programming the FPGA in low-level VHDL logic. This approach will ensure complete 
knowledge and support for the content of the FEs. The process section of this CDR 
(Section 4) has a more detailed description and a preliminary evaluation of this process. 

During the design, the NICSD engineers pay close attention to the percent utilization of 
various logic elements in an FPGA. As an example, the low pass filter for the LPRM 
mo.~ule used about [ ]Jo of the sequential cells, [ ]Jo of the combinatorial cells, and less than 
[ Jlo of the logic cells in the selected FPGA. The designer also pays close attention to the 
maximum clock rate computed by the software tool. For the examR,le low pass filter FPGA, 
the logic would stop working at a clock rate slightly in excess of[ JMHz:; however, the chip 
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is clocked at []1MHz. The cell use and clock rates indicate an appropriately conservative 
design philosophy. 

The FPGA design has no fixed requirements for word size. Rather, NICSD engineers 
evaluate the mathematical functions required, and determine the appropriate number of bits 
required to maintain the specified device accuracy. Thus, the low pass filter on the LPRM 
module stores twelve-bit quantities, since that is the resolution produced by the 
analog-to-digital converter. When the Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter operates, it 
produces mathematical results in scaled, fixed point integer arithmetic as needed for accuracy. 
All FPGA logic works in integer mode, with none to a significant number of fractional bits 
added as necessary for the math. 

As a further example, the most complex mathematics in the APRM hardware is the 
calculation of thermal power. The internal mathematics requires [ J'bits. The 
LPRM data comes in as twelve-bit quantities. Only the upper twelve bits of the [ J' 
computed are provided to downstream modules. 

The NICSD engineers design the FPGAs on a given module to implement a total pass 
through the complete logic on the module. If the input to the FPGA is a communication link 
from another FPGA-based module, the FPGA can start processing without the data, but will 
detect that data is not available and output a fail signal. Otherwise, NICSD engineers 
design each FPGA receiving data from another FPGA on the module or an on-board 
analog-to-digital converter, such that the FPGA only starts processing when data is available. 

Currently, NICSD engineers do not engage the Actel security features by programming the 
security fuse. Thus, it is possible to access the internal signals, as well as the internal logic. 
If the security feature is engaged, it is not possible to access the internal logic or state of the 
device. The decision to not engage the security feature is appropriate because the possible 
loss of security for intellectual property is less important than the need to perform root cause 
analysis on failed FPGA devices. 

3.4.1 Operating Frequency 

The operating frequency of FPGAs varies depending on both the complexity of the logic in 
the FPGA and on signal processing or data communication requirements. The [ J' 
FPGA in the RCV modules operates at the highest frequency, [ J'MHz. However, 
simulations estimate that this FPGA can operate up to [ J'MHz, and it has a [ ]Jo 
frequency margin. Here the margin means: 

fr 
. highest operable Jrequency 

100 equency margzn = - x . 
- operatingJrequency 

The lowest margin in frequency is in the [ ]"'FPGA calculatil!&c a [ J' 
APRM level, installed in the APRM module. It operates at [ J MHz and can operate 
correctly up to [ ]'MHz. This is not a large margin. 

NICSD performed detailed timing analyses on this and other FPGAs having similar issues. 
The analyses revealed that the timing margin, in terms of clock cycle time minus the 
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maximum delay of signal path, is 23.5 nanoseconds for this APIDGH FPGA. In terms of 
clock cycle time minus the maximum delay of signal path, the least timing margin is [ r 
nanoseconds for the APAVE FPGA installed in the same APRM module. The[ Jor[ f 
nanoseconds are considered to be very large margins compared with 0.9 nanoseconds, the 
flip-flop setup time of the Actel SX-A family (Reference 11). 

3.4.2 Module Watchdog Timers 

This same watchdog timer support is provided on all modules. For the SQ-ROOT module, 
[ ]'FPGAs exis!; for the FLOW and LPRM modules, four FPGAs exist. f J:: 
[ Jin these modules. For SQ-ROOT and FLOW modules, [ J 
FPGA drives the inoperable watchdog timer, and [ JFPGA drives the HMI "fail" 
watchdog timer. Failure of the HMI on the LPRM module results in the LPRM being 
declared inoperable and the APRM ignoring that module's data. For the APRM, 
[ ]'FPGAs are required to implement the algorithm. For the APRM, [ r 
[ l!PGAs are required to implement the safety function and generate a trip. [ f 
and1 ]'FPGAs implement the HMI, and only indicate HMI failure on the APRM 
module front panel. 

3.4.3 External Communications Capabilities 

NICSD engineers can configure a TRN module to send data from the APRM to external 
equipment. The defined message format for this communication link has some room for 
modification. If NED and NICSD used the RBM data link, the link would carry all data 
available in the APRM. The serial communication link to the outside world is electrically 
isolated using one-way redundant fiber optic cables. The fiber optic cables provide the 
required electrical isolation. The fiber optic transmitter provides the required 
communication isolation, making it impossible for external devices to send data back to the 
APRM and adversely affect safety-related functions. These ports comply with the 
recommendations made in IEEE Standard 7-43.2-2003 (Reference 4), Annex E. 

No other capabilities exist for communication with external devices. There are no software 
based support tools for use at the nuclear plants, and no need for such tools. 

3.5. Diagnostics 
Generally, the diagnostics were more comprehensive than expected in a hardwired logic 
system. The following diagnostics are provided. 

• The L VPS monitors the output voltage. If the voltage of the L VPS module 
becomes lower than the set point, the front panel of the ST A TUS module 
indicates this failure. The system continues to operate on the redundant power 
supply. · 

• Every module containing FPGAs, monitors the input voltage from the LVPS. 
If the incoming voltage from the L VPS is low, the module resets itself. The 
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module is marked as Inoperable by the rest of the system. Failure of the LVPS 
bulk power requires double failure of the redundant LVPS. 

• One or two watchdog timer on the module _monitors every FPGA that operates 
periodically. The watchdog timer verifies that periodic operations complete in 
each of the SQ-ROOT, FLOW, LPRM, APRM, TRN, RCV, and STATUS 
modules; One watchdog timer may monitor a group of FPGAs that operate 
serially in a module, as long as the watchdog timer can detect if any of the 
FPGAs halt. If a signal processing FPGA halts, the module with the failed 
FPGA shall be marked as inoperable. 

• The RCV module checks for the periodic receipt of data frames from TRN 
modules over fiber optic cables. [ Jfncluded in the data frame 
is protected witl{ J' The receiver performs parity checks for the data 
elements. If the data receipt failed for successive three times, the RCV module 
emits the RCV _ERR signal to the APRM module. Since the fiber optic links 
are dual redundant, an error in one link does not affect the system functions. 
Furthermore, the error is indicated on the Status module's front panel. 

• The APRM module checks the periodic transmissions of the data frame from 
the TRN modules and the RCV modules in the same unit. If the periodic 
transmissions stop, a minor fault signal is generated. Since the data is 
transmitted over two independent copper connections, the failure of one 
transmission does not affect the function of the APRM. However, the 
reviewers think that only one transmission path will fail rarely, because of the 
simplicity of the transmission. Instead, simultaneous failures of both 
transmission paths are more likely. In this case, the number of LPRM values 
for the APRM calculation will be small, which will result in the APRM issuing 
the trip signal. 

• The APRM module and the SQ-ROOT module have EPROMs to store 
constants used to convert values from rotary switches to binary values for signal 

rocessing. These [ r One [ :: 

• Each LPRM module monitors the voltage from the HVPS mounted on that 
module. If the voltage becomes lower than the low setpoint value or higher 
than the high setpoint value, the LPRM marks itself inoperable. The APRM 
ignores the data from inoperable LPRMs. The inoperable LPRM is indicated 
on the LPRM front panel. 

• The SQ-ROOT module performs [ 
[ 

r ]a,c 
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[ r 
• All front panel LED flashes when the module is being turned on, allowing the 

technician to check the LED's health. 

The FPGA system performs self-diagnostics with dedicated hardwired circuits, which are 
installed in the FPGAs in some cases. Accordingly, failure of the clocked portions of the 
FPGAs will not defeat these self-diagnostic system functions. 

3.6. Utility Installation, Configuration, and Testing 
Configuration security is based solely on access control to the rotary switches and 
potentiometers installed on the module printed circuit boards. Removal of a module without 
externally bypassing PRM will result in a trip from the APRM, as well as Inoperable and Fail 
indications from the module. 

The user makes all configuration changes using the rotary switches on the module's printed 
circuit board. Analog calibration uses gain and offset potentiometers on the printed circuit 
board. All configurations require the technician to remove the module from the panel. 
There are no stored electronically alterable configuration items in either of these variants. 
The utility should use normal configuration control methods, recording all values on paper. 

The design provides the capability of verifying the rotary switch settings through the front 
panel HMI on each module. During configuration, the technician dials in settings on the 
rotary switches. Validation of those settings should verify the values read through the 
FPGA, using the front panel HMI. This should be performed before shipment, during 
installation at the nuclear power plant, and as part of every surveillance or calibration. 

After changing the configuration, the utility should verify or validate their changes, using 
procedural guidance before removing the bypass and restoring the equipment to 
safety-related service. An independent verification should verify that the technician made 
only the intended change and that the technician did make all intended changes. Whether 
the modification was explicitly tested or not, utility engineers must place the unit in operation 
and observe the way the equipment operates after any change. 
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4. Process Review 

NICSD has developed a PRM System for a Japanese utility using the same technology under 
their Japanese development process. For export to the US, NED is modifying the process to 
comply with USNRC expectations. 

4.1. Corporate Culture 
This section describes the corporate culture of NICSD as it applies to quality and to the 
development process. Although NICSD has not produced a final PRM system for US 
market nor Japanese market under a final process, one aspect of this demonstration CDR that 
will be directly applicable to the final product is the assessment of NICSD and Toshiba 
corporate culture. 

NICSD is a department in the Toshiba Fuchu Complex, working for the Power Systems 
Company of the Toshiba Corporation. Toshiba Corporation has its history since 1875. The 
Fuchu Complex started in 1940 as Fuchu Works. NICSD has specialty in instrumentation 
and control (I&C) systems for nuclear facilities and monitoring and control for thermal and 
power plants. 

The reviewers are convinced that the personnel interviewed during the CDR were engineers 
of high caliber who are very aware of the safety significance of the equipment they are 
designing. They appear to have a highly developed sense of quality, accountability, and the 
value of documentation. The appropriate personnel demonstrated a high degree of 
familiarity with all aspects of design and process. The development staff holds weekly 
meetings to discuss progress and technical issues. 

NICSD engineers documented most quality activities rigorously, as demonstrated in 
preparation of the traceability matrix. However, NICSD engineers tend not to document all 
activities sufficiently to create a continuous "paper trail" of development activities. This is 
considered an aspect of the culture rather than the process. For example, compared to US 
nuclear utilities, it appears that there is more reliance on the engineer to "do the right thing" 
(which, we judge, is usually the case) rather than mandating documented proof that the 
activity was performed satisfactorily. To compensate for this cultural weakness, NICSD has 
established standards to document activities and create all needed records. 

4.2. Development History 
NICSD has continuously been producing analog and microprocessor-based devices for 
neutron monitoring in Japanese utilities over thirty years. The current PRM system under 
development is FPGA-based. As stated in Section 1, the advantages of an FPGA platform 
are that the logic design is rigorous, simple (compared to microprocessor-based systems), 
deterministic, free of many of the concerns of software-based systems, verifiable, and 
provides stable technology to minimize the risk of technological obsolescence. 

NICSD has previously developed other products using FPGA technology. However, this is 
the first time they are using NICSD-developed FEs. Previously, NICSD had developed the 
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functions using only low-level logic. In order to reuse logic functions, NICSD has decided 
to develop their own FEs. 

For previous FPGA development, NICSD sent the fuse map files to C&IT, an Actel, Inc. 
subsidiary. That subsidiary used the fuse map provided by NICSD and a commercial FPGA 
programmer to download the anti-fuses selected in the fuse map to low impedance 
connections within the FPGA, and supplied the configured FPGA to NICSD. This 
configured FPGA contains the logic designed and compiled into the fuse map by NICSD. 

For the FPGA-based PRM, NICSD has decided to use a company affiliated with Toshiba to 
configure the FPGAs. The NICSD engineers responsible for decomposing the module 
specification into FPGA are still responsible for the FPGA implementation. The Designer 
tool will translate the VHDL into digital logic, and run the software to map that logic into the 
FPGA. With the individual logic completed, the NICSD engineer will run the simulations 
necessary to validate the logic behavior, making sure that the logic created implements 
exactly what the NICSD engineer intended. The NICSD engineer will create the validation 
test patterns necessary to test individual FEs as well as the entire FPGA. As part of that 
process, the NICSD engineer will configure prototypical parts, and validate the configured 
parts on a tester. Production of FPGAs will be performed by an affiliated company, using 
the fuse map file and fuse map checksum provided by NICSD. The sub-vendor, which is 
now an affiliated company to Toshiba, is only responsible for downloading the fuse maps 
provided by NICSD into the production FPGAs, and maintaining configuration control of the 
configured FPGAs. 

4.3. Development Processes 
NED generates the system-level requirements in an Equipment Requirements Specification 
(ERS) under their Appendix B Nuclear Quality Assurance program. NICSD accepts the 
ERS as an input and develops an equipment design specification, based on existing 
commercial equipment. NICSD will base this equipment and its design on pre-existing 
components. NICSD will add new modules as needed, based on the design of an existing 
module, and those modules will be available to NICSD's Japanese customers as well US 
nuclear customers. 

NICSD engineers have peer review of the equipment design specification. During the 
design process, as NICSD engineers decompose the system-level design specification into 
modules, they develop unit-level design specifications. Again, the intent is that NICSD 
would base much of the design on existing equipment, modifying it as necessary to meet US 
requirements. Then, the modified equipment would be available for use in Japanese plants 
as well as US plants. 

The CDR reviewers examined the NICSD design and development process, including the 
program documentation. NICSD presented a standard format that provides the control item, 
applicable procedures, responsible personnel, and outputs for each phase. Figure 4-1 shows 
a partially translated example of this format, including a flowchart for the overall 
development process, and branches that lead to hardware- and software-specific processes 
(Figures 4-2 and 4-3, respectively). The columns in the tables are process flow, process 
numbers, control items, applicable procedures, responsible personnel, important reminder, 
and outputs. After examination, it is the CDR reviewers' judgment that this is a very 
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thorough and clear method of controlling design and QA activities for a task. However, 
during the preliminary review performed by MPR Associates, the reviewers recommended 
that modules and FPGAs to be verified as a single activity, and not split as shown on the 
diagram. NICSD updated those processes to conform to the comments of the preliminary 
CDR. 

For the PRM development, NICSD performed the V &V on the FPGAs and the modules as 
separate activities. NICSD followed the procedure satisfying the requirements of the V&V 
plan obligated by NED, and reflecting the recommendation. 

One issue raised by the experience of the PRM system development is that V & V documents 
had not been prepared on time. They were apt to delay. The CDR reviewer recommends 
NED to require NICSD to incorporate preparation of V & V documents into the process such 
as in Figure 4-1, in order to perform V & V activities on schedule. 
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Figure 4-1 NICSD Development Process Document 
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Figure 4-2 NICSD Development Process Document (Hardware) 
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Figure 4-3 NICSD Development Process Document (Software) 
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The CDR reviewers examined an FPGA design specification. The design specification 
contained detailed block diagrams of each module, which were further decomposed into 
block diagrams, down to the basic FE level. The NICSD engineers code the block diagrams 
to VHDL source codes. Since the block diagram specifies the connections between the FEs, 
the relation between a block diagram and the corresponding VHDL source code is clear. 

The NICSD engineer uses the PC-based Actel Libero Integrated Design Environment to 
prepare the logic, VHDL, and logic tests. The source code is stored on the development PC. 

Figure 4-4 shows the different steps and expected output for the activities performed during 
the design and manufacturing process of FPGAs. From Figure 4-4, the following activities 
are performed to design, test, and validate FEs and FPGAs. 

• FEs are used to implement specific logic steps. NICSD has developed its own 
library of[ ]'.FEs. NICSD engineers synthesize the FE and the interconnecting 
logic in VHDL. 

• The NICSD engineer uses the Synplify® tool to convert the FE source code to a 
netlist file, which is stored in an EDIF (Electronic Design Interchange Format) 
file for each FE. NICSD performs 100% testing, known as full pattern testing, 
on each FE during validation for the FE. In this testing, all possible input 
combinations are tested to ensure the FE produces the expected output for each 
combination. 

• To design an FPGA circuit, the NICSD engineer uses netlist to represent the 
logic circuit, using logic paths to connect a number of FEs with direct, Flip-Flop, 
AND, OR, and NOT gates. The manner in which these FEs are connected is 
also represented in a VHDL source code. The source code is constructed in 
the manner of a main program that calls various subroutines, represented by 
individual or groups of FEs, sequentially. The Synplify® tool integrates the 
main VHDL programming and the FEs into a single netlist file. In a typical 
commercial development, the Synplify® tool will combine the main VHDL 
source code and the source code for the FEs into one, logically optimized netlist. 
However, this optimization changes the structure of the individual FEs. 
Because NICSD has performed full pattern testing for FEs, and wishes to 
maintain the FE structure for that reason, NICSD does not use the Synplify® 
optimization feature. Instead, NICSD uses the Synplify® tool to convert the 
main VHDL source code, and the FE source codes into individual netlists. 
Using the Viewer function of Actel's Designer tool, NICSD personnel then 
visually verify the connections between the FEs on the netlist circuit diagram. 
Integration of these netlists into one logic is done by the Designer tool at the 
later step. , 

• For FEs, all possible input combinations are applied and correct outputs are 
verified. This is practical for FEs, since they are relatively simple logic 
circuits. However, due to the large number of possible inputs to the FPGA 
circuit, it is impractical to 100% test all possible input combinations. 
Therefore, NICSD and NED have developed a verification process for applying 
a "Toggle" coverage test method. In this method, NICSD personnel develop a 
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set of test patterns, which will be used to validate the FPGA. NICSD uses the 
ModelSim® software tool to simulate the logic of the proposed FPGA circuit 
and measure the toggle coverage ratio of the given test patterns. The toggle 
coverage ratio consists of the number of toggled connections in the test pattern 
to the number of operative, non-static connections. Since the netlist created is 
made solely from FEs and their connections, NICSD basically performs 100% 
toggle coverage testing, in which the output state of each connection line is 
toggled and the output state of the FPGA is monitored for correct performance. 

• Toggle coverage assures that every non-constant connection between FEs 
toggles, and is thus tested in logic zero and logic one states. The coverage 
metric indicates the percentage of activated physical interconnects in the FPGA. 
By examining the test patterns in the test pattern and ensuring 100% toggle 
coverage and adding tests as necessary, the logic is verified as operating 
correctly. 

• Experience has shown that 100% toggle testing may not fully test all 
connections, because some connections are connected to the logic zero and one 
states directly. See Figure 4-5 for an example situation where, for certain logic 
arrangements, toggle testing may be inconclusive. In this figure, toggling Cl 
while C2 is set to a logic "l" will contribute to the toggle coverage, but it does 
not verify the operation of C 1, because C3 is -always a logic "1" as long as C2 is 
a logic "l" and thus there is no verification that C 1 changed in the output of the 
circuit. Since relatively small portions of the internal signals are transmitted 
outside the FPGA, and a change of an internal signal does not always affect the 
output signal, such connections cannot always verified by the observable output 
signals in the FPGA testing. In order to verify the internal change, the NICSD 
engineer uses the ModelSim® tool. This tool permits that NICSD engineer 
performs a simulation of the test vector on the netlist model of the FPGA circuit, 
and verifies proper performance. 

• To create the FPGAs, NICSD uses Actel's Designer tool to layout and route the 
fuse map on the FPGA chip. The Designer tool creates a fuse map as an AFM 
file from the individually converted EDIF files. These files are embedded in 
the FPGA using Actel Silicon Sculptor tool, which breaks down selected high 
impedance anti-fuses into low impedance logic connections. 

• NICSD then uses the ModelSim® tool, and the test pattern developed as 
described above, to test the performance of the manufactured FPGA chip. For 
this testing, the FPGA chip is mounted in a socket in a PinPort device. The 
PinPort device has a small computer system interface (SCSI), which is 
connected by an SCSI cable to a personal computer. The ModelSim® 
software tool is installed on the personal computer, and it reads the test pattern. 
For each test, ModelSim® generates inputs to, and monitors outputs from, the 
FPGA chip. 

As described above, the NICSD engineers use the FE library to develop FPGAs. The 
NICSD engineers maintain the FE library in the following process: 
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• The NICSD engineer establishes the FE Requirements Specification that 
addresses at a minimum: 

~ FE functional requirements, 
~ Input/Output Signals, 
~ Interface/Interaction with other FE 

• The FE Specification (also referred to as a Software Design Description or 
SDD) is established. The FE Specification specifically states how all of the 
requirements specified in the FE Requirements Specification for this FE will be 
implemented. The FE Specification should contain sufficient criteria to 
support verification testing of the FE when performing FE testing. 

• The Requirements Traceability Matrix (R TM) is prepared to trace the design 
features in the FE Specification to the Requirements shown in the FE 
Requirement Specification. 

• FE Test Procedure is prepared, and verified by an RTM that traces the tests in 
the FE Test Procedure to the requirements in the FE Requirements Definition. 

• The NICSD engineer makes a VHDL source code of the desired FE and a 
VHDL source code for FE testing. The code for FE testing has only two 
functions, FPGA pin assignment and a call of the FE. These VHDL source 
codes are converted to separate EDIF files with the Synplify® tool. The 
Designer tool is used to convert the EDIF to a fuse map. 

• The NICSD engineer embeds the Fuse map into the FPGA chip with the Silicon 
Sculptor tool. The embedded FPGA chip is mounted on the signal test tool, 
and all possible input combinations is applied and correct outputs are verified. 

• After the test, the NICSD engineer registers the FE to the FE library. 

Following this process, NICSD established an appropriate procedure to control the FE library. 
The procedure says that the following documents shall be prepared and maintained: 

• VHDL Source Code Output 

• FE Requirement Specification 

• FE Software Design Description 

• FE Test Procedure 

• FE Test Report. 

The procedure requires the review of those documents for issuance. 
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Figure 4-5 An Example in Which Toggle Testing Does Not Fully Test the FPGA Logic 

As part of the testing, the software determines the limiting clock :frequency at which the 
FPGA no longer meets its requirements. This data is recorded, and compared against the 
clock frequency to be used on the module. 

NICSD uses two types of FEs, synchronous logic including logic and flip-flops (FFs) and 
asynchronous logic with combinatorial gates and no memory. Long chains of asynchronous 
FEs can cause the timing errors such as glitches. To avoid timing errors, NICSD established 
FPGA design rules. Section 5.5 discusses the FPGA design rules. 

Table 4-1 defines the software tools and versions in use during the CDR perf01med in May 
2005, to support the Actel and Actel sub-vendor software tools evaluation. Actel bundles 
the Synplify® and ModelSim® tools into the Libero tool envirolllllent. NICSD uses a 
different, more capable version of the ModelSim® tool, which still integrates with the Actel 
Libero tool. It should be noted that NICSD used newer version of the software tools for the 
PRMsystem. 

NED and MPR perf01med CDR on Actel toolset using guidance provided by EPRI 
TR-106439 (Reference 2), and issued the Actel's CDR Rep01t (Reference 13). The report 
concluded that the programmed FPGAs generated by these tools are appropriate for 
safety-related use, provided that Toshiba continues to implement the processes evaluated in 
this CDR repo11. Considering the conclusion of the Actel 's CDR report, the reviewers 
determined that a CDR of Mentor Graphics, the sub-vendor for the ModelSim® SE tool 
version, was not necessary. 
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Table 4-1 Actel Tools and Versions 

Tool Function Tool Name Version Vendor 

Integrated Logic Synplicity®: 7.3.4 Actel 
Development Synthesis Synplify® 
Environment 

Layout Designer 5.2.0.14 (Libero IDE v5.2) 
VHDL Mentor 5.7d_p1 

simulator Graphics: 
ModelSim® 

VHDL simulator ModelSim® 5.Bc Mentor 
SE Graphics 

Hierarchical Report Generator Design 2002.05-SP2 Synopsis 
Analyzer 

During the CDR, NICSD engineers demonstrated several of the activities in the FPGA 
development process shown in the process flow diagram in Figure 4-4. These activities 
were: 

• VHDL development: A NICSD engineer demonstrated the process that he uses 
to translate FPGA specifications to VHDL source code, and then to compile the 
source code into intermediate results and finally into a fuse map. Actel 
provided the tools used to translate the VHDL code into a fuse map. Several 
of the Actel tools are third party tools that Actel has integrated into their 
Integrated Development Environment (IDE), Libero. NICSD has purchased a 
more capable version of the simulation tool, ModelSim®. The more capable 
version of ModelSim® provides enhanced capabilities for debugging, including 
computation of test coverage and interface with a test platform. During 
translation, the engineer also develops the set of test patterns he will use to 
validate the FE or the whole FPGA. 

• FPGA Chip Configuration: The CDR reviewers observed the process of 
downloading FPGA fuse maps to FPGAs. The NICSD engineer also 
demonstrated the process, loading a fuse map into an FPGA on a FPGA 
programmer, which breaks down selected high impedance anti-fuses into low 
impedance logic connections. The identification number of both the PC and 
the FPGA programmer are recorded when the device is configured. This 
effectively defines the configuration environment and tool versions used in the 
process. NICSD procedures will require this data recording for both 
development and manufacturing processes. 

• FPGA Testing: The NICSD engineer demonstrated the FPGA test process, 
which is based on a peer reviewed, detailed test for each module. NICSD has 
established a procedure to document peer review of their testing. The NICSD 
engineer showed us how the engineer develops test patterns initially in the 
Libero environment, using the ModelSim® program. The NICSD engineer 
adds test patterns until the ModelSim® program reports that the toggle coverage 
ratio reaches 100%. The NICSD engineer uses the test patterns developed in 
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the Libero environment with a hardware test platform to validate the FPGA, 
using the expanded capability ModelSim® software tool. The FPGA logic 
could support a much higher clock speed and still operate correctly, which 
indicates that NICSD has provided a conservative logic design and uses the 
FPGA conservatively. 

The reviewers and NICSD engineers discussed the NICSD requirement for 100% test 
coverage for the active FE connections, using the Actel toggle coverage scheme provided by 
the ModelSim® tool. NICSD engineers perform the FPGA Validation tests to assure that 
every operative connection between FEs toggles, and is thus tested in both logic zero and one 
states. Note that not all connections in an FPGA can be toggled, because some connections 
are connected to the logic zero and one states directly. NICSD shall evaluate the test 
coverage ratio, consisting of the number of toggled connections in the test to the number of 
operative, non-static connections, and confirm that the ratio achieves 100%. For the PRM 
system development, NICSD performed this evaluation. 

The reviewers discussed the errors and warnings policies used by NICSD. For the compile 
step, the NICSD will correct the VHDL file to compile without errors, since the compiler will 
not create an output file if any error exists. NICSD engineers evaluate warnings on an 
individual basis. Some warnings are not significant and the NICSD engineer will ignore 
them. Other warnings are significant to the logic design, and the NICSD engineer will 
resolve them by changing the VHDL logic. 

The initial revision of the CDR report pointed out a weakness in the NICSD process, in that 
NICSD retained no written record of these decisions and an independent engineer did not 
perform a peer review, as well as a lack of consistency in QA review and documentation. 
These weaknesses have been remedied through the development of the PRM system. 

Overall, the NICSD development processes, and the specific FPGA development process, 
appear robust, thorough, and very likely to result in a high quality, nuclear-grade product. 
Particular points in favor of this judgment include: 

• The NICSD process provides a documented structure for all development 
process activities. 

• The NICSD engineers provide very well documented inputs for each phase of 
the development process. 

• NICSD engineers review test patterns for completeness. 

Testing is rigorous, including functional testing and toggle testing of all FPGAs, and 
complete binary pattern testing of all FEs. 

NICSD subcontracts with Toshiba's Design and Manufacturing Service Corporation (TDMS) 
to solder analog and digital components, including the FPGAs, to the printed circuit boards. 
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4.4. Configuration Issues 
NICSD will not have a 10 CFR 50 Appendix B compliant QA program. Therefore, NICSD 
will have to transfer all quality design records to NED. Software and software design bases 
documentation are considered lifetime records. NQA-1 Requirement 17, 401 Lifetime 
Records, (Reference 5) defines the requirements for storage of lifetime records. NED will 
have to store these quality records in the NED Nuclear Quality Assurance storage. NED 
will need to determine which quality records are stored in dual storage, based on NQA-1 
requirements. Based on the Commercial Grade Survey, NED shall determine the set of 
quality records needed from NICSD. Since NED maintains configuration control of these 
records, the fact that NICSD maintains only the most current record is not an issue. 

NICSD has been improving their configuration management processes, and established new 
procedures. NICSD's old process for fuse map and VHDL code control is not adequate for 
US safety-related nuclear use, since only the most current version is stored in the Toshiba 
records management system. Local storage in NICSD files is not sufficient. In the old 
process, NICSD maintained copies of the fuse map and VHDL stored in their design storage. 
When the Manufacturing organization needed new parts, NICSD ordered them as configured 
devices from the Actel subsidiary. NICSD always stored the most current version of the rest 
of the documents in the electronic document system. 

The new processes control electronic files at NICSD. NICSD will provide media files to 
TDMS for manufacturing large quantities of configured FPGAs. NICSD engineers have 
stated that only the correct FPGAs will work in any given module. The module would fail 
to operate if TDMS used the incorrect FPGA fuse map, putting the wrong logic into a part, or 
mixed versions of FPGA logics. TDMS records the FPGA checksums during FPGA 
manufacturing. NICSD checks the record at the acceptance of the products. The 
engineers can read the FPGA logic and generate the fuse map checksum from the JTAG ports 
after removing the FPGA from the printed circuit board. This is only necessary if the 
module failed to work after assembly. 

4.5. Acceptance Testing 
In March 2007, the first PRM system was shipped to a Japanese utility. NICSD performed 
the acceptance testing of this PRM system at the utility's request. The testing was 
performed in two stages. The first stage of testing was performed at Toshiba Fuchu 
Complex, while the second st~ge of the testing was performed at the utility site after the PRM 
system was installed. 

The NICSD Design group defined the test requirements based on the System Specification 
prepared by NED, and sent the requirements to the NICSD Quality Control (QC) group. 
Based on the test requirements, the QC group designed and prepared the test procedures 
including the correct, intended results of each test. 

In the tests at Fuchu Complex, the PRM system units were inspected and were tested by the 
NICSD QC group. Some portions of the testing were performed under the witness 
personnel from the utility. The results of the testfo.g were satisfactory. The followings 
were items that have inspected and tested: 
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• Visual Inspection of the products 
• Visual Inspection of Cable and Wiring 
• Insulation Measurement 
• Voltage Withstand Testing 
• Resonance Survey 
• Inspection of the fixing bolts 

• Sequence Operation Testing, which includes: 
» Reactor Trip 
» Inoperable and Minor Failure Alarms 
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• Functional Testing of the LPRM/ APRM, LPRM, FLOW, and RBM units, which 
includes: 

» Linearity measurements 
» · Trip testing 
» Analog Output Testing 

Against the above items, each unit rack and modules were tested individually. For example, 
the PRM system included 172 LPRM modules. These LPRM modules were individually 
inspected, tested for their functions, and measured their linearity. 
At the utilities site, the PRM system units were inspected, and tested by the personnel of 
NED Field Service Engineering Department. The followings were test items at the utility 
site: 

• Confirmation of the setpoints 
• Power supply voltages 
• Trip testing 
• Analog loop testing 
• Linearity measurement 

Finally, the PRM systems were integrated at the site, and total operation testing was 
conducted. In the test, simulated signals were entered into the PRM system, and it was 
checked that if alarms, indicators, and interlock signals were generated as designed. 

The results of the acceptance testing were satisfactory, aµd they were documented and 
submitted to the utility. The PRM system was accepted by the utility, and approved by the 
Japanese Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry for in-service. The PRM system 

4.6. Manufacturing Process 
Since a Commercial Grade Survey has been performed, the CDR reviewers did not evaluate 
the Toshiba PRM manufacturing process. The CG Survey will evaluate it. 

4.7. Reporting Failures 
The NICSD error reporting process during and after development needs to be integrated with 
the NED Appendix B Quality Assurance program. The existence of an Appendix B 
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program obligates the organization to notify end users of 10 CFR Part 21 issues, relating to 
defects and noncompliance issues with a device. Since NICSD is not an Appendix B vendor, 
NED will need to create development and maintenance process links such that NICSD staff 
will notify NED personnel ifNICSD uncovers potential Part 21 issues. Although there was 
communication between NICSD and NED when issues were identified, the judgment of the 
reviewers was that the process links were not adequately formalized to address this need. 
Recently, the reviewer heard that NED was considering the reporting method that complies 
with the 10 CDR Part 21 requirements. 

4.8. Security 
For the analog versions of these systems, the logic design was drawn manually on paper. 
There were no automated tools involved in the design process. When the analog systems 
were replaced with microprocessor-based systems, the computer program was installed in 
read-only memory, and could not be affected by computer viruses. The computing 
platforms where the computer programs were designed and implemented were not connected 
to the internet, and computer viruses were unknown. 

In contrast, the FPGA systems are built using personal computers connected to the internet, 
and computer viruses are commonplace. Computer security is one of the main concerns in 
the today's computing environments. It is not possible for a virus to infect an FPGA after 
the FPGA has been programmed. However, a virus or some kind ofmalware may infect the 
development PCs, and it may affect the integrity of the FPGA based systems. 

The reviewer assessed the physical and network security of NICSD. 

NICSD has offices in the Toshiba Fuchu Complex. To enter the Fuchu Complex, employees 
are required to show their Toshiba photo identity card to the guard at the gates. Visitors are 
required to tell the guards their names and the places they are to visit, and get temporary 
visitor's identity cards from the guards. Employees and visitors are required to wear the 
identity cards while in the Complex. The NICSD design office occupies one floor of a 
building in the Complex. The entrances to the office are security doors that can be opened 
only with appropriate employees' identity cards. Although all Toshiba and its affiliate 
employees have identity cards, the security doors on the NICSD offices open only for NICSD 
related personnel. Visitors cannot enter the office without NICSD escort. 

For network and computer security, the login to the PCs used for the FPGA is password 
restricted. A commercial anti-virus software tool is installed on these PCs, as required by 
Toshiba corporate rules. The _server computers maintained by the Fuchu Complex 
Engineering & Information System Dept. automatically update the anti-virus software tool. 
In addition, these PCs are required to be updated to compensate for known security holes 
appropriately, and a special automated software tool monitors the state of these updates. 
The PCs are connected to the Local Area Network for the Fuchu Complex. The network is 
connected to the Toshiba corporate network through a firewall maintained by Fuchu Complex 
Engineering & Information System Dept. The Toshiba corporate network is connected to 
the Internet through a firewall maintained by Toshiba Information Security Center. The 
CDR reviewer concludes that the security is sufficient to preclude most security breaches. 
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A concern relating to the computer security is that NICSD does not make any rules about 
development PCs to avoid various issues with Windows Explorer, Office, and operating 
systems result in unsafe conditions, where hackers can penetrate the computer. There are 
ways to make the PC configuration safer, by disabling certain features, such as Windows 
scripting or Java scripting. Preferably, the NICSD engineer should consider using dedicated 
PCs for PRM development. Office software or e-mail software should not be installed on 
the PCs, since that software has possibility to be infected by viruses. Users should not use 
the PCs for other purpose such as web browsing, because web browsing might bring in 
malware from malicious sites. 
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5. System Failure Analysis 

During the PRM review, the reviewers discussed failure mechanisms and their detection with 
NICSD personnel to determine how well NICSD engineers considered safety and failure 
modes during development. 

The CDR reviewers examined an FMEA developed by NICSD for the PRM. It appeared to 
be of an acceptable scope, detail level, and thoroughness. The NICSD engineers based their 
failure categories on EPRI TR-107330, Section 4.2.3.5, using the methodology from 
IEEE 352-1987, "IEEE Guide for General Principles of Reliability Analysis of Nuclear 
Power Generating Station Safety Systems." 

The lone observation regarding the FMEA is that the analysis considers operating condition 
modes, but does not consider failures that would occur when the PRM is o:ffiine and bypassed. 
This would include issues that could occur o:ffiine and persist when the device is back online. 

The initial revision of the CDR report made the following recommendations regarding the 
FMEA: 

• The FMEA should contain some description of the sequential nature of the 
FPGA processing, the watchdog timer Inoperable and Fail indications, and the 
protection mechanisms built into the communication links. 

• The FMEA sheet used by NISCD has the column regarding occurrence of the 
failure, but the evaluation criteria is vague. It is strongly recommended that 
NICSD define more specific criteria for the column, such as, if the failure 
probability is less than once in ten years, determine the occurrence as LOW. 
Reliability improvement due to redundancy should be ignored in the column. 
Instead, redundancy should be noted as a means of mitigating failures, in order 
to reveal the raw reliability of components. 

NICSD has adopted these recommendations, and improved FMEA. 

5.1. Known System Errors 
There are no currently unresolved system issues with the device. 

5.2. Failure Detection 
As described in Section 3.3, when all FPGAs on a particular module have finished passin9 
data to the next FPGA, [ f 
Failure of any FPGA to complete and pass data to the next FPGA will result in all subsequent 
FPGAs on that module failing to start. If this occurs in the FPGAs that implement the 
safety functions, the module is marked as inoperable. Since the last FPGA, or for the 
APRM module the last two FPGAs, on the module are always the HMI, their failure does not 
make the module inoperable, but does make the HMI useless and the HMI is marked as Fail 
on the module's front panel. 
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5.3. Self-Test and Diagnostic 
As described in Section 3.5, NED reviewers evaluated the diagnostics and generally found 
them to be more comprehensive than expected in a hardwired logic system. Diagnostics are 
not available on the AO and DIO modules. 

5.4. Common Mode Failure 
None of the engineers involved in this evaluation have identified any new common mode 
failures for the PRM. If any exist, they would likely be associated with the software tools 
used to compile VHDL into fuse maps. NED performed a separate CDR on these software 
tools (Reference 13). 

Actel and NICSD have resolved the one known hardware common mode failure, in the 
design of the FPGA itself. This common mode hardware failure, associated with ringin~ 
signals going below the ground level, caused some FPGAs manufactured by [ f 
[ rto fail within the first two weeks of service. Root cause evaluations by Actel, 
resulted in NICSD being supplied· only with devices manufactured by [ J ·' 
This failure mechanism did not affect equipment in service in Japanese utilities for more than 
two weeks, since the failure mechanism either exhibited within two weeks, or would not 
occur. Actel engineers reached this conclusion after examining the failure mechanism on 
affected parts and performing extensive root cause analysis. 

5.5. Risk Evaluation of FPGA 
As mentioned previously, there are two types of FEs: synchronous logic with flip-flops (FFs) 
and asynchronous logic with combinatorial gates and no memory (no FFs). Synchronous 
logic is less sensitive to certain hazard conditions, whereas asynchronous circuits are more 
likely to have issues related to timing and metastability. These issues originate in the 
propagation delays in combinatorial logic and asynchronous memory elements. These 
delays are usually very small, and are responsible for introducing differential delays between 
signals that must travel through different numbers of logic layers and different length signal 
paths. Unwanted signal combinations may appear for short periods and may be interpreted 
erroneously. Well-designed synchronous circuits do not suffer from this limitation because 
they conform to the control signals only when the clock pulse is present, usually after the 
transient spurious combinations are over'. 

A difficulty occurs in cascading bistable circuits. Instead of each circuit controlling its 
closest neighbor, when a clock signal is applied, the set and reset signals of the first bistable 
jump from one circuit to the next, traveling throughout the entire chain in a time which may 
be shorter than the duration of the clock transition. To prevent this, a time delay must be 
introduced, so that changes of state can occur only after the clock signal has disappeared. 
Switching activities can occur before a signal settles to its desired value. To avoid this 
problem, the FPGA programmer inserts flip-flops (FF) to connect FEs. This design 
minimizes timing issues. Figure 5-1 shows the use ofFFs. 

1 Explanation extracted from Electronics Engineer's Handbook, 4th Edition, pages 20.39 and 20.40. 
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Figure 5-1 Insertion of FFs in the circuits 

Minimizing delay and glitches can be achieved by designing synchronous instead of 
asynchronous logic. In synchronous logic, all state changes occur on the same rising edge 
of the clock signal. The only remaining requirement is to allow enough time between clock 
pulses for signal propagation through the circuit between synchronizing elements. The 
NICSD engineers design the FPGAs on a given module to implement a pass through the 
complete module logic every two milliseconds. If the input to the FPGA is a 
communication link from another FPGA-based module, the FPGA can start processing 
without the data, but will detect that data is not available and output a fail signal. Otherwise, 
engineers design each FPGA receiving data from another FPGA on the module or an 
on-board analog-to-digital converter, such that the FPGA only starts processing when data is 
available. 

Timing problems can occur in a digital circuit when two distinct arbitrarily timed actions 
occur within the circuit and compete to initiate another sequential action. NICSD avoids 
this type of timing problem through control of signal propagation delays, using carefully 
designed combinations of synchronous and asynchronous FEs within the FPGA logic. 
Figure 5-2 illustrates a propagation delay between synchronous FEs. The clock cycle time 
controls the execution rate of the logic. If the NICSD engineer implements an incorrect 
design and the asynchronous FE propagation delay exceeds the clock cycle time, the signal 
from the output synchronous FE is likely to not represent the logic associated with the signal 
from the input synchronous FE. 

Excess use of asynchronous FEs can lead to timing errors. To avoid timing errors, NICSD 
established FPGA design rules. According to the rules, the engineer adopts synchronous 
design, by placing synchronous logic at the input and output of all asynchronous sections. 
Initially the design rules stated that propagation delay through the asynchronous FEs between 
synchronous FEs would not exceed 25% of the clock cycle time, and if the logic design delay 
exceeded the 25%, the designer should evaluate and test the logic in order to confinn the 
synchronization of the logic. 
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Figure 5-2 Propagation Delay in NRW FPGA 

However, through experiences the NICSD engineers learned that the rules were too stringent, 
and impractical. Often the NICSD engineers failed to keep the delay within 25% of the 
clock cycle time. Then, they had to evaluate and test the logics, and found that the logics 
operated without timing problems. NICSD therefore revised the design rules as follows: 

The operation period obtained at maximum operation :frequency in FPGA device is 
called the minimum operation period (See © in Figure 5-3). The NICSD timing 
criteria for synchronous design requires that signals shall be stable at or before 75% of 
the minimum operating period for the FPGA device (See (2) in Figure 5-3). In other 
words, in order to latch the input signal correctly, the input signal to the synchronizing 
FE shall be designed to be stable before 75% of the minimum operation period elapses. 
Since the clock frequency NICSD uses in any FPGA design is slower than the maximum 
operation :frequency, the operation period at the actual clock :frequency (See a> in Figure 
5-3) is longer than the minimum operation period. The propagation delay for input 
signals to the synchronous FEs will be stable at much less than 75% of the actual 
operation period, so correct information will be latched into the synchronous FE. The 
propagation delay that is allowed for asynchronous FEs is shown as ® in Figure 5-3. 
The actual propagation delay values allowed depend on FPGA types, because the 
maximum operation :frequency is different for A54SX32A and A54SX72A devices. 

Due to FPGA limitations and logic requirements, NICSD engineers may have to create longer 
chains of logic between synchronizing FEs. Hence, the propagation delay through the 
asynchronous FEs may become long, and the logic may not settle to a final value within the 
conservative 75% period provided above. When this happens, the NICSD engineers 
evaluate and test the logic in order to confirm the margin left for synchronization of the logic 
timing in this FPGA. This total timing evaluation for the logic is performed in the design 
step. 

If NICSD engineers implement an incorrect design and the duration for the input signal 
between synchronous FEs exceeds the criteria, the signal from the output synchronous FE is 
likely to not represent the logic associated with the signal from the input synchronous FE. 
Part of the design simulation activities and FPGA testing activities include actions for the 
engineer to look for such events. Then, the NICSD V&V team performs additional 
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independent reviews of the FPGA specification, validation test procedures, and validation test 
reports to verify the NICSD conclusion that the FPGA still operates correctly. 

Figure 5-3 Propagation Delay between synchronous FEs 

A glitch is an unwanted fast "spike" in an electronic signal that is produced by timing hazards 
inherent in a poorly designed circuit. Glitches are undesirable switching activities that 
occur before a signal settles to its intended value. 

Glitches can cause incorrect values to be latched by asynchronous circuits within the 
electronic device. In particular, glitches can cause improper registering of memory values. 
Therefore, FFs are inserted in the logic to implement designs in synchronous logic and avoid 
timing issues. Static timing analysis is the accurate approach to analyze the timing 
performance of a design. Once static timing analysis is complete, NICSD will perform 
dynamic timing analysis through extensive bench testes. 

Figure 5-4 shows how a glitch occurs on a basic "static-zero" hazard circuit. During the 
input transition, the inherent delay of the inverter circuit creates a transient, unintended 
logical "ON" signal at the inputs of the AND gate for a period of time equal to the inverter 
and signal propagation delay. This creates a short output glitch from the AND gate, which 
can cause improper operation of downstream circuits. Complex digital circuits can include 
embedded circuit element combinations that reduce to the basic static-zero hazard circuit and 
produce output glitches. 
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In general, the occurrence of glitches can be reduced by reducing the depth of logic levels 
and by using synchronizing elements. The maximum logic depth is defined by the static 
timing evaluations to show that the settling time of combinational logic of FEs is smaller than 
one clock cycle time in the most severe timing case. The static timing evaluation shall be 
performed at the maximum clock frequency for that FPGA. 

11 
--~ GLITCH 

x JL 
AND 

AND GATE 

IN OUT 

0 0 1 
1 0 0 INVERTER 

0 1 0 
1 1 1 

Figure 5-4 Glitches 

The FPGA logic size becomes large when logic depth limitation is applied. On the other 
hand, the timing evaluations for the default maximum logic depth are performed in the most 
severe case. Therefore, some logics can exceed the maximum logic depth, as long as the 
settling time of the combinational logic of FEs is shorter than one clock cycle. Hence, in 
order to simplify and make the logic smaller, the maximum logic depth can be set larger than 
would be allowed for the timing constraint, as long as there are documented evaluations of 
the logic timing. In these cases, the designer shall evaluate and test the specific logic in 
order to confirm that the settling time of combinatorial logic of FEs is smaller than one clock 
cycle time in each case. These evaluations and testing activities shall be reviewed, 
approved, and provided to NED for long-term retention. 

Toshiba mitigates the potential for glitches in the operation of FPGA circuits by: 

1) Creating logics from simple FEs that have been evaluated for potential glitch hazards, and 

2) Performing static timing evaluations to show that the settling time of the logic 
combinations of FEs is smaller than one clock cycle time, which ensures that logic 
operations proceed using "settled" logic signals. 
Refer to Figures 5-5, 5-6, and 5-7. These figures show that how Toshiba resolve timing 
issues in FPGAs. 
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Figure 5-5 Timing Error - Glitches and Hazards 
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Figure 5-6 Timing Error - Racing 
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c:DExtemal Setup and hold time violation: 
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Figure 5-7 Timing Error - External Setup and Hold Time Violation 

5.6. Human Errors 
While configuring, monitoring, operating, or calibrating the PRM, the opportunity for human 
error is primarily while setting the setpoint rotary switches and calibration potentiometers 
inside the APRM and LPRM modules. The values indicated by these rotary switches are 
readily apparent to the engineer. A technician can validate the settings using the front panel 
HMI, so proper configuration management and verification should minimize this source of 
error. Calibration potentiometers can be set incorrectly, which will adversely affect the 
neutron flux measurements. However, comparison between the desired LPRM readings by 
the process computer and the actual LPRM readings should uncover this error. This issue 

, exists in the currently installed equipment. 
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6. Operating History Survey 

6.1. Introduction 
NED and NICSD have manufactured and sold a number of FPGA-based devices since 
Toshiba introduced FPGA technology into Japanese safety-related nuclear equipment, 
starting in 2004. 

6.2. FPGA Based Systems History 
NICSD shipped non-safety radiation systems to Japanese nuclear plants: 

[ J~adiation monitoring systems have b~en in service in one nuclear.plant since 
July of 2003. Each radiation monitor uses [ J A54SX72A FPGAs and [ J A54SX32A 
FPGAs. So [ ]'FPGAs are used in this system in this plant. A failure was found in one of 
the systems (see Section 4.7) during the site acceptance testing. To compensate for the 
failure mechanism, Actel introduced a new FPGA programming tool with a revised algorithm. 
Actel now supplies Toshiba only with FPGAs from the [ . r 
[ J' Later in 2005, another failure was found. According to the 
NICSD engineers, the failures may occur due to the same failure mechanism, which was 
initially identified as occurring only at the beginning of service (see Section 5.4). It was 
supposed to be the last case of this type of failure since 2005. No other failure has occurred 
for two years. 

NED and NICSD have shipped [ ]'one-channel type radiation monitoring systems, and [ r 
eight-channel type radiation monitoring systems to the same utility since July of 2004. A 
one-channel type radiation monitoring system contains [ JA.54SX72A FPGAs, and [ i··' 
A54SX32A FPGAs; while an eight-channel type radiation monitoring system contains [ '·' 
A54SX72A FPGAs, and [ JA.54SX32A FPGA per channel. Therefore, totals of [ '·' 
A54SX72A FPGAs, and [ J A54SX321}, FPGAs have been shipped. Most of these FPGAs 
have been in service more than [ J · 

In addition to the radiation monitoring systems, a PRM system was shipped in March 2007, 
and was installed in a plant. The PRM system contains [ ]'of FPGAs. The PRM 
system operated well during the start-up testing. However, due to some reason not related 
to the PRM system, the plant has been out of service. 

Recently, a new type of FPGA related failure was reported for the radiation monitorin1·." 
system. The failure is that [ j" 
t J" NICSD analyzed the failure . 

rd concluded that the failure occurred due to [ f 
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In addition, NICSD assessed the other FPGA designs to check whether [ r 
could cause any other problems to the radiation monitor, and concluded there were none. 

In 2006, another FPGA related concern was reported by NICSD. The concern was high 
failure rate in FPGA programming. FPGA programming is performed by a Toshiba affiliate 
company. According to the report, the affiliate company failed to program [ Jout of[ ]" 
FPGAs in a specific FPGA lot. The failure rate became [ J'which is beyond NICSCD 
controlling [ J'fimit. The programming failures were detected by the FPGA programming 
tool after the programming was finished. NICSD did not use any FPGAs included in the 
failed lot for the shipped systems. 

NICSD found no problem in the storage and handling of the FPGAs. They had been 
performed appropriately, following the procedures that were obligated by NICSD. NICSD 
inquired Actel about the high failure rate. Actel admitted that the failure rate was higher 
than the normal programming failure rate, and claims that the newer programming software 
may contribute to lower the failure rate. 

Currently, NICSD uses V4.55 of Silicon Sculptor II. In spite of the Actel's claim, NICSD is 
holding a conservative attitude on moving to the newer version software. NICSD thinks 
that the reliability information given by Actel for the newer version software is not enough 
yet, and continues the evaluation of the newer version software. 

Four years have passed since Toshiba ship~ed the first FPGA-based system, and the total 
FPGA chip-years reached more than [ fin 2007. During this period, FPGA related 
failures occurred [ ]times. As explained above, [ Iof them were considered to occur 
due to the FPGA programming tool, and the [ J was considered to occur due to the 
[ ]of the FPGA output signal to the EEPROM. NICSD resolved these failures. 

Although the operating history of Toshiba FPGA-based system is not failure free, the 
reviewer concludes that they are reliable as any equipment using new technology can be 
expected to be, and more reliable than most microprocessor-based equipment. It should be 
noted that NICSD is tracking FPGA-based system operating history, and controlling its 
manufacturing process. This CDR report concluded that NICSD performed excellent job in 
this respect, and expected to continue the practice. 

To add to the Toshiba internal history on use of FPGAs, the CDR reviewers obtained some 
additional information from other users of the same Actel FPGA. The NASA Office of 
Logic Design performed independent accelerated testing of Actel FPGAs including the SX-A 
models (Reference 10). They say that SX-A from Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. (MEC) 
should not be used in safety-critical applications, while SX-A from [ ]'was under testing. 
This is consistent with NICSD current practices. The CDR at Actel will evaluate the 
industrial findings. 
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?.Acronyms 

Acronym The Compound Term That Forms The Acronym 

ANN 
AO 
APRM 
BWR 
CDR 
CFR 
CG 
DBE 
DC 
DIO 
EEPROM 
EMC 
EMI 
EPRI 
EPROM 
ERS 
FE 
FIR 
FIT 
FP 
FPGA 
FMEA 
HMI 
I&C 
ICDD 
IDE 
IEEE 
ISA 
JTAG 
LED 
LPRM 
LVPS 
Mbps 
MCPR 
MHz 
MPR 
MSI 
NASA 
NED 
NICSD 
NUREG 
OPRM 

Annunciator 
Analog Output module 
Average Power Range Neutron Monitor 
Boiling Water Reactor 
Critical Digital Review 
Code of Federal Regulation 
Commercial Grade 
Design Basis Event 
Direct Current 
Discrete Input and Output module 
Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory 
Electromagnetic Compatibility 
Electro Magnetic Interference 
(formerly the) Electric Power Research Institute 
Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory 
Equipment Requirement Specification 
Functional Element 
Finite Impulse Response 
Failures in Time 
Ftame Pulse 
Field Programmable Gate Array 
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis 
Human-Machine Interface 
Instrumentation and Control 
Control & Electrical Systems Design & Engineering Department 
Integrated Development Environment 
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 
The Instrumentation, Systems, and Automation Society 
Joint Test Action Group 
Light Emitting Diode 
Local Power Range Neutron Monitor 
Low Voltage Power Supplies 
Megabit per Second 
Minimum Critical Power Ratio 
Megahertz 
MPR Associates, Inc. 
Medium-Scale Integrated 
US National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Toshiba Nuclear Energy Systems and Services Division 
Toshiba Nuclear Instrumentation & Control Systems Department 
Nuclear Regulation 
Oscillation Power Range Monitor 
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PRM 
PROM 
QA 
QC 
RBM 
RCV 
SDD 
TDMS 
TRN 
[ 
USNRC 
us 
V&V 
VHDL 

Power Range Neutron Monitor 
Programmable Read-Only Memory 
Quality Assurance 
Quality Control 
Rod Block Monitor 
Receive module 
Software Design Description 
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Toshiba Design and Manufacturing Service Corporation 
Transmit module 

r 
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
United States of America 
Verification and Validation 
Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description 
Language 
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